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THE FIVE PETALS OF MINISTRY
Kelly King,
Women’s Missions and
Ministries Specialist BGCO

Imagine for a moment that I have stepped into your congregation on a Sunday morning as a first
time guest. I’ve moved to your town, left family and friends behind, and am considering how I
will ever fit in. I’m in my forties, so most women have established friendships. They’ve lived in
this town for years, raised families together and have a strong bond. I quietly wonder, “Will I find
a group of godly women in this church who will encourage me in my walk with the Lord or is
their friendship quota full?”
As I sit with my family in the back pew and wait for the welcome time, I honestly ask the woman
in front of me, “Does your church have a women’s ministry?” She looks puzzled and responds,
“I’m not sure, but I think there’s a group of ladies who have a Bible study. I don’t really know
much about it.” I begin to wonder if this is a faith family where I can connect and silently ask the
Lord to help me find a place where I can find friends and grow in my spiritual journey.
What’s wrong with this scenario? How would the average women in your church respond to that
question? Here are some things you can evaluate from this situation:
1.

If the woman who is a member of the church doesn’t see herself as part of the women’s
work in the local church, there’s a good idea it’s become a “club mentality” and not a lifestyle.

2.

If the woman doesn’t know what is offered, someone probably isn’t communicating how
your church is reaching women.

3.

If the only thing people know about your women’s ministry is that you offer a Bible study,
what might be missing?

At the Baptist General Convention of Oklahoma, our purpose statement for women is,
“Encouraging women to embrace and echo God’s heart for the world.” We see the work of
women in the local church as not just a program within the church, but a vital extension of the
church. There are three important words within this purpose statement I want to explore.

Encourage
At the heart of every woman is the deep need for relationship. While the family unit provides the
basis for human relationships, women also need other women in their life. For a moment, think

Our purpose
statement for
women is,
“Encouraging
women to embrace
and echo God’s

about the different seasons of a woman’s life. They might include: college, career, single woman,
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young married, mom with preschoolers, mom of teens, empty nest and retirement. The
situations and seasons of life may change, but the connection of women reaching women is a constant.
How would you describe your current season of life?
How are women encouraging you in your spiritual journey?
In what ways are you connected to other women in your local church?

Embrace
The second word in our purpose statement is “embrace.” We believe there are two vital components
regarding the way you embrace the Lord.
First, each woman is faced with the most important spiritual question of her life: Have I embraced
the Lord Jesus Christ as my personal Savior? Has there been a moment in your life when you prayed
and asked Christ to forgive you of your sin and become the master of your life?
Have you prayed to accept Christ as your Savior? If so, when?
If you can’t remember a time when you made this critical decision, we encourage you to seek
someone who will help you learn about becoming a Christian or visit www.mostimportantthing.com
and learn how you can find eternal life.

We see the work of
women in the local
church as not just a
program within
the church, but a
vital extension of
the church.

Second, embracing the Lord is a lifelong process of discipleship. When I embrace my husband or my
children, I am intimately close to them. There is relationship. I spend time with them. They know me
and I know them. It’s the same with your spiritual life. To know God is to spend time with Him—
praying, studying scripture and meditating on His promises.
On a scale from one to ten, how would you describe your embrace with God? (circle one)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Echo
The third “e” word in our purpose statement is echo, and it is the overflow and expression of your
embrace with Christ. While I enjoy a good “embrace” with my husband, the way I demonstrate my
love to the world is the way I echo that love. There is a ripple effect of an echo, just as there needs to
be an echo of your spiritual acts of service.
8
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The same can be said about your spiritual life. As you continue to embrace God and grow closer
to Him each day, the real evidence of your spiritual growth is seen in how you echo His love to
the world in which you live. This is evident in the way you share your faith and the way you
serve others. Do others see Christ’s love in your speech? Your conduct? Your giving? Your
service? How are you echoing God’s heart to reach the nations?
On a scale from one to ten, how would you describe how you are echoing God’s heart for the
world?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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The Five Petals of Women’s Ministry
Beyond the purpose statement of the Women’s Missions and Ministries
Office of the BGCO, we encourage women to develop five distinct areas
of ministry in their local church. The flower used by our office has five
petals, but all are connected together to make one flower. That’s how
we see women’s ministry—five areas, but all connected in purpose. The five petals include
prayer, discipleship, evangelism, missions and community. Let’s take a moment to look at each
area.

Prayer
The foundation of any ministry must be grounded in the spiritual practice of prayer. We encourage women to ground their ministry in communication with Christ, expressing their hearts
in honesty, interceding for others, and ultimately listening and seeking to know the heart of
Christ.
“With every prayer and request, pray at all times in the Spirit, and stay alert in this, with all perseverance and intercession for all the saints.”
-Ephesians 6:18 (NIV)

We encourage
women to develop
five distinct areas
of ministry in their
local church.

Discipleship
Besides prayer, your women’s ministry should include opportunities for women to grow in
their spiritual journey by offering ways to engage in God’s word. We encourage women to
deepen their ministry through study, meditation and memorization of Scripture resulting in
relationships defined by intentionality, mentorship and accountability.
“Be diligent to present yourself approved to God, a worker who doesn’t need to be ashamed,
correctly teaching the word of truth.”
-2 Timothy 2:15 (NIV)

The Five Petals of Ministry
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Evangelism
How are your women sharing their faith? We encourage women to exercise their faith by developing relationships with others who need to receive the message of the Gospel. They will do
this by modeling the message and sharing their personal faith story with confidence, boldness,
humility and compassion.
“But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you, and you will be my
witnesses in Jerusalem, in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth.” -Acts 1:8 (NIV)

Missions
Do your women look for ways they can be the hands and feet of Christ in their daily lives? We
encourage women to actively echo God’s heart for the world by praying, giving, sending and
going to be a teachable vessel, fulfilling the Great Commission in their local communities, their
state, their nation, and ultimately, in the uttermost parts of the earth.
“Go, therefore, and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and
of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe everything I have commanded you.
And remember, I am with you always, to the end of the age.”-Matthew 28:19-20 (NIV)

Community
Do your women
look for ways they
can be the hands
and feet of Christ
in their daily lives?

How does your women’s ministry foster an environment for community? We encourage
women to reach out from the overflow of their personal relationship with Christ by creating
environments for fellowship, worship, unity, edification and the service of others for the building of God’s kingdom.
“I give you a new commandment: love one another. Just as I have loved you, you must also love
one another. By this all people will know that you are my disciples, if you have love for one another.” -John 13:34-35 (NIV)

Consider
Let’s go back to the original scenario of visiting your church. This time, let’s depict a different
response. We meet during the welcome time of your service. I casually mention my family is
new in town and we’re praying about where the Lord wants us to attend. When I ask about
your women’s ministry, the response I receive this time is, “Yes. We consider all of the women
in our church as part of our ministry. We’re excited you’re here and look forward to seeing how
you can serve with us.” Instead of a “they” mentality, your ministry is now a “we” mentality
with intentionality.
Consider your ministry. Complete the next page and prayerfully evaluate the current status of
your work and make some initial goals for the year ahead. Our office is here to cheer you on.
10
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Evaluation
How would you evaluate the effectiveness of your women’s ministry based on the
following five petals? (rate from 1 to 10 with 10 being the best and 1 being the worst)

PRAYER
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

What steps do I need to take to improve the effectiveness of prayer in our women’s ministry?

DISCIPLESHIP
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

9

10

What things are we doing right in the area of discipleship?
In what ways can we improve?

EVANGELISM
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

How are my women sharing their faith?

Do we look for outreach opportunities and ways to reach women?
What are some steps our ministry needs to take to be more effective in this area?

MISSIONS
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

How are our women involved in missions locally, nationally and around the world?

What are some ways you can encourage women to pray, give, send and go?

COMMUNITY
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

How would you describe the unity, or lack thereof, among the women of your church?
How can you provide opportunities for women to connect to other women in the next six
months? What about the next year?

The Five Petals of Ministry
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CALLED TO LEAD
Kelly King,
Women’s Missions and
Ministries Specialist BGCO

I remember sitting in the hospital waiting room with my family during a significant surgery my
father was undergoing. Gathered together, a former pastor sat with our family and prayed.
During the conversation, he asked a pointed question about my path into ministry. “How did
God call you into ministry?”
I began to explain my journey and the process in which God had prepared me for ministry. My
calling was not just a one-time moment of revelation, but a series of promptings from the Holy
Spirit and the obedience to say “yes” when God presented opportunities to lead. I’m sure his
memories of my shy and awkward teenage years caused him to wonder how in the world God
could use me!
While I believe God can use any of us to accomplish His purpose and join Him in kingdom
work, there are people God specifically “calls” to lead in the area of ministry. I’m often asked
how to know you are called. While everyone’s journey is unique, there are some common
experiences you can evaluate as you explore God’s calling into ministry leadership.
Jeff Iorg, the President of Golden Gate Theological Seminary, wrote a small book entitled, “Is
God Calling Me?” Many of his insights are helpful and in this short chapter I will try to capture
some of his thoughts as well as my own personal story. If you are in the midst of determining
your calling, I highly suggest you purchase his book.

The Process

“God calls through
dramatic
experiences,
reasoned decisions, and the
prompting of others.”
-Jeff Iorg

In Iorg’s book, he explains that God calls through dramatic experiences, reasoned decisions, and
the prompting of others. More often than not, God’s call is a combination of these experiences.
In hindsight, they often seem very clear. But when you are in the middle of discovering God’s
call, things are not always so orderly. Life is dynamic, often murky, and not always crystal clear.
Discernment is required.
You are in a relationship with God, an ever-changing process of learning from Him, understanding His ways, and discovering more and more about Him. This means a call process can
often be confusing. You struggle to be sure you are hearing from God because you know the
life-altering consequences of your decision. It’s an issue you need to get right.

Called to Lead
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Personal thoughts:
Have you considered God’s calling on your life in regards to the women of your church? Can
you think back on a time when God specifically prompted you or spoke to you in regards to
your calling?

Do you realize most women’s leaders in the local church are volunteers? Are you willing to be
obedient despite the fact you will most likely never get paid to follow this calling?

God’s call comes through dramatic experiences, reasoned decisions and the prompting of others. Which of these (maybe more than one) has God used in your life to confirm your calling to
work with women?

Inner Peace
The importance of
inner peace cannot
be underestimated. When God
calls, you must
come to a core conviction you have
heard Him speak
and you must
obey.

Iorg defines call as a “profound impression from God.”1 This is an inner work of the Spirit
touching you deeply. A call is an experience with God, an inner experience difficult to quantify.
In plain terms, you simply “know it in your heart.”
The importance of inner peace cannot be underestimated. When God calls, you must come to a
core conviction you have heard Him speak and you must obey. The peace of God “which
surpasses every thought, will guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus” (Phil. 4:7). This
inner conviction will give you strength as you move along in the journey—especially during
times of discouragement or waiting in the wilderness.
While I had a peace about God’s calling on my life, there were a significant number of years
between the Spirit’s prompting and the time God opened the door to a vocation in ministry.
During times of discouragement, I often relied on the inner conviction and peace only God
could provide.

Personal reflection:
How has God given you peace in the midst of His calling on your life?

When you face struggles, how has your calling kept you focused?

14
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Is there a verse you turn to when you need to be reminded of God’s peace? Write it down and
strive to memorize and hide it in your heart.

Confirmation by Others
Since one of the ways God calls is through the prompting of others, it might seem like needless
repetition to include this as an evidence of God’s call.2 But He definitely uses other people in
our lives to confirm His calling.
Sometimes, this can be a direct message. I will never forget being at a women’s retreat at my
local church and spending the break time placing handouts at the tables. Somehow my pastor’s
wife must have sensed I needed encouragement in that moment. Without hesitating, she made
her way towards me and said, “Someday you will be leading these types of events.” It was not
the only time she made that statement. Her support continued for many years and I honestly
believe her confirmation of God’s calling on my life gave me the confidence to move forward.
Discovering God’s call, however, is not a popularity contest or a public opinion poll. So, whose
opinion should you consider and whose counsel should you heed when considering whether or
not God is calling you? Several groups of people come to mind.
First, consider the input of church leaders. Your pastor, Sunday School teacher, or Bible study
leader can be a barometer indicating your call. If any of these people have serious reservations
about you being called, listen carefully. These spiritual guides know you well, have experience
in ministry to gauge your suitability, and want the best for you. If they raise a red flag, pay attention. On the other hand, if any of these are urging you to consider ministry leadership, pay
attention. Spiritual leaders who know you well are important sources of confirmation of your
call.3
Second, listen to your family—especially your spouse. Ministry is a team effort. When God calls

Consider the input
of church leaders.
If any of these people have serious
reservations about
you being called,
listen carefully.

a person who is already married, the spouse must be included in the decision. A commitment
from both partners is required. Sometimes, this means working together and sharing the same
call. Spousal support does not mean you must share the same occupation, but it does mean your
spouse will support you and cooperate as you pursue the call.4 Consider your season of life and
your children. As a woman, ministry can detract you from your personal calling to your family.
Many years ago, I wrote the following on the inside of my Bible, “No success in ministry is
greater than failure at home.” It’s a personal mantra to keep my family a top priority.
In general, do you think you are an effective leader? Why or why not? If you asked someone
else this question (not your best friend, but just a woman in your church) how would they
answer this question?

Called to Lead
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Joy in Ministry
God-called leaders have bad days, but for the most part, ministry leadership is a joy. Leaders

No success in
ministry is greater
than failure at

enjoy a deep sense of fulfillment as God works through them.5 They like people and enjoy being
part of developing them into the image of Jesus. Working with people is the most difficult part
of ministry leadership. Yet, those same people (and often the exact same people) can be a source
of your greatest joy.6
Ministry is draining. People can be extremely difficult. Ministry is a people business. Finding
joy is about finding satisfaction working with people. Joy comes from watching people be saved
and grow into mature believers. It’s celebrating weddings, anniversaries, graduations, and
memorial services. Living, loving, laughing, as well as managing difficult relationships is all
part of working with God’s people.7

Personal Reflection:
In what ways do you experience joy in ministry? What are the things that cause you dread? Do
people energize you or drain you?

How are you at building relationships within your church? Would a church member call you if
there was a spiritual, physical or emotional need?

How many invitations did you receive last year in regards to graduations, weddings, showers,
etc.? How many hospital visits did you make? How many funerals did you attend? While this is
not a popularity contest, there should be some evidence that people in your church want to
include you in their lives.

16
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Things You Can Do Now
1.

Answer the call each day to be a disciple. Your personal relationship with Christ should
always be at the top of the list. Luke 9:23

2.

Explore the opportunities God places before you. Be humble and do not have a sense of
entitlement. 1 Corinthians 16:9

3.

Be available to say “yes” to those opportunities. Acts 16:6-10

4.

Recognize your calling may change as the seasons of your life may change. The calling may
stay the same, but the way God uses that calling may look differently. Have open hands for
God to change your role. (even Paul’s ministry changed when he went from his missionary
trips to being in prison) Philemon 1:6

5.

Relationships are crucial to your ministry. You are always one conversation away from an
opportunity. Philippians 2:4

6.

Understand how to work with men and how to place appropriate boundaries in those
relationships. 1 Corinthians 6:19-20

7.

Always be looking for younger women you can teach and mentor. 2 Timothy 2:2

2 Thessalonians 1:11-12 (The Message)
Because we know that this extraordinary day is just ahead, we pray for you all the time—pray
that our God will make you fit for what he's called you to be, pray that he'll fill your good ideas
and acts of faith with his own energy so that it all amounts to something. If your life honors the
name of Jesus, he will honor you. Grace is behind and through all of this, our God giving himself freely, the Master, Jesus Christ, giving himself freely.

Resources Used
1Iorg, Jeff. Is God Calling Me? Answering the Question Every Leader Believer Asks. (Nashville, TN: B&H Publishing
Group, 2008) 9.
2Ibid, 60.
3Ibid, 62.
4Ibid, 64.
5Ibid, 65.
6Ibid, 66.
7Ibid, 67.
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SIMPLE WOMEN’S MINISTRY
Carol Sallee,
NB Women’s Director,
New Beginnings Church, Bixby, OK

Hard questions. When you get down to it, no one really wants to face them. Hard questions bring
self-evaluation and challenge current states of existence. Hard questions mean change is inevitable. But hard questions must be asked if we intend to keep our ministries vibrant, relevant and
life-changing. Hard questions like:
Do our ministries make real disciples, the kind Jesus made? Or is everyone just busy?
Are women in our ministries being spiritually transformed into the image of Christ?
Do our ministries have a simple process for reaching and maturing women?
In Simple Church, authors Thom Rainer and Eric Geiger, studied churches to see why some were
vibrant and growing; and some were not. They discovered churches with a simple process for
reaching and maturing believers are churches that are expanding God’s Kingdom. The principles
from this book can be applied to our women’s ministries.
Before we get into the principles of what it takes to simplify your ministry, let me caution you:
Don’t mistake “simple” for “easy.” Women’s ministry will never be easy. It’s challenging and
difficult because women can be challenging and difficult. For the most part, women’s lives are just
plain messy. But because things are hectic and out-of-control, women respond to simple.
Even Jesus was inclined toward simplicity. In Matthew 22:34-40 (NIV), Jewish religious leaders
asked Jesus a hard question, “Teacher, which is the greatest commandment in the Law?” Jesus
gave a reply that summed it all up in two simple phrases: “Love the Lord your God with all your
heart and with all your soul and with all your mind. And love your neighbor as yourself.” “As a
simple revolutionary, Jesus was bothered by meaningless, distracting clutter. On at least one
occasion, He cleansed the temple. Jesus is adamantly opposed to anything that gets in the way of
people encountering Him.”1
It’s time to admit that our ministries to women may be cluttered— so cluttered women have a
difficult time encountering the simple message of Christ. So cluttered we are busy doing church
instead being the church. “To have a simple ministry, leaders must ensure everything in their
ministry fits together to produce life change.”2

Simple Women’s Ministry

It’s time to admit
that our ministries
to women may be
cluttered—so
cluttered we are
busy doing church
instead of being
the church.
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Defining a Simple Ministry
A simple ministry is one designed around a straightforward and strategic process that moves
women through stages of spiritual growth.3

A simple ministry
is one designed

Notice key words are italicized in the definition—indicating important concepts to consider:
·

Designed

Thought-out; structured with care

·

around a straight-

Around

Centered on something

·

Straightforward

Easy to grasp; intentionally simple

forward and stra-

·

Strategic

Designed to impact women

tegic process that

·

Moves women

Promotes “movement”

·

Spiritual growth

Knows changed lives is the goal

moves women
through stages of

These concepts have a focus: To develop believers who love God and love others. This is the

spiritual growth.

“what” of simple ministry.
Now it’s time to tackle the “how.” The simple ministry process is built around four words:
clarity; movement; alignment; focus. The handout on page 26 will help you work your way
through this method.

Clarity
Clarity is the ability of the process to be communicated and understood. Women clearly know
how the ministry is structured to advance them toward spiritual growth. Steps include:
1. Define your ministry
What kind of disciple do you want your ministry to produce and what do you want them to
become? How will your programs move women through the process of spiritual transformation? Your programs say what is important to you; therefore, you must define how each
program can produce the disciples God has called you to make.
2. Illustrate your ministry
Jesus was a visual teacher. He utilized object lessons. He spoke about being the Light of the
World and the Good Shepherd. His illustrations were reflective of what He hoped His listeners
would become. Your ministry logo can visually illustrate your simple process toward spiritual
growth.
3. Communicate your ministry
If the process is going to be clear, it must get into the fabric of the ministry. Everything you do
needs to be viewed through the lens of your simple process. Your leaders need to understand
your process so they can articulate it corporately and live it personally.
20
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Movement
Movement is the sequential steps that move women to greater areas of commitment. Movement:
à Is about flow and assimilation
à Is what causes a woman to go the next step
à Is about the “handoff.” The handoff is what happens in between programs—how a
woman is moved from one level of commitment to the next greater level of
commitment.
2 Corinthians 3:18 speaks of believers “being transformed into His likeness with ever-increasing
glory.” (NIV) As believers, we’re not supposed to stay the same. Unchanged. Unmoved. Stuck
in a spiritual “holding tank.” Our ministries need movement that put women in the pathway for
God to transform them with ever-increasing glory. How can this be accomplished?
1. Strategic programming
With a simple, clarified process, you can carefully choose programs that are distinct from each
other and that move women through different phases of spiritual growth.

“And we all, who
with unveiled
faces contemplate
the Lord’s glory,
are
being transformed
into his likeness
with everincreasing glory,
which comes from
the Lord, who is
the Spirit.”
- 2 Corinthians
3:18

2. Sequential programming
By sequentially placing programs along the process, the programs truly become tools to facilitate transformation.
3. Intentional Movement
Without intentional movement, programs become an end to themselves and as a leader you are
running ministry programs like some kind of program manager or spiritual travel agent. By
viewing each program as a bridge to the next program in the process you will begin to see
women progress toward spiritual growth.
4. Clear Next Step
Jesus modeled movement in the way He approached His disciples. In Luke 5-6, He called them.
In Luke 7-8, He taught them what it means to be His disciple. In Luke 9, He sent them out. Jesus
strategically and sequentially placed His disciples in a position to move to greater levels of commitment and growth.
This might be a good time for you to stop and look at the handout entitled NB Women on
page 27. By looking over this handout, do you sense how the ministry is organized? Can you
pick out our purpose? Do you see the sequence of our programming? Do you recognize the
“movement” we are hoping to cause in our women? Do you recognize the “next step?”
Record your thoughts here:
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Alignment
Alignment is the arrangement of ministries and personnel around the same simple process so
everyone is moving in the same direction and in the same manner. Without careful attention to
alignment, your ministry can become a multitude of sub-ministries with each leader only
passionate about her specific ministry and competing with others for space, resources and
volunteers.

Focus
Focus is the commitment to abandon everything that falls outside of your simple ministry
process. It means saying “yes” to the best and “no” to everything else. Focus means you must:
1. Eliminate “clutter” by focusing on your simple ministry process
Ask:
·

Does this new ministry align with our process? If it doesn’t fit, should we let it begin?

·

Does this current ministry move women through our process? Does it fit into our “big
picture?”

2. Practice good stewardship
It’s important to be wise with the resources God has provided. Keeping programs that are not

Focus is the
commitment to
abandon everything that falls outside your simple
ministry process.

within your process isn’t good stewardship of your leadership’s efforts and your women’s time.
Money gets spent funding programs that do not enhance your process. Instead of promoting
only the essential programs in your process, you find yourself promoting everything. Sometimes less really is more:
·

More focus on programs offered

·

More excellence

·

More energy for each program

·

More money allocated for each program

·

More women coming to programs that are offered

·

More impact

Clarity. Movement. Alignment. Focus. Let’s break that formula down by giving you an opportunity to apply these principles to your ministry.
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Step 1: Clarity: Design a simple process
Explore what a process for discipleship would look like in your ministry; then fill in the blanks
below, placing each step in sequential order. Remember two things:
·

The fewer the blanks, the more simplified your process

·

For every step you have, you will have to have a program

Here is an example from my church:
NB Women will challenge women to grow in Christ, to know Christ, and to echo His heart to
the world.
Based on that purpose statement, can you see our three-step process to move women toward
spiritual growth?
·

Know Christ

·

Grow in Christ

·

Echo His heart to the world

(A shortened form is included in our ministry logo: Know. Grow. Echo.)
Are you ready to give it a try now?
_____________________ (name of ministry) will challenge women to
__________________________,
_________________________________ and ______________________________________________.
Or provide your own wording here:
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Review what you’ve written. Is it easy to tell the purpose of your ministry? Will you be able to
quickly explain this to others? If not, keep working until it truly becomes a simple explanation
of how you are impacting and growing women through your ministry.

Step 2: Movement: Place key programs along the process
There must be a starting point and a next step. The first step will be the first level of commitment. The last step will require the greatest level of commitment. Choose at least one program
for each phase of your process. Keep in mind each program should coincide with that particular
part of the process. Check out NB Women worksheet again to see how programs are matched to
the ministry purpose.
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Step 3: Alignment: Unite all ministries around the process
Align each ministry around the process by determining how each can advance the others. For
example, NB Women uses our annual events (Know Christ) to promote the next step in our
process (Grow in Christ). On the event program, we allow time for Bible study leaders to promote upcoming studies. We ask our event speaker to include a challenge that will help our
women understand the importance of growing in Christ with other women.

Step 4: Focus: Eliminate things outside the process
Use wisdom in this step. Don’t allow “clutter” to distract you from your process. Stay focused
on your purpose statement. If a perfectly good event or program doesn’t align with your purpose, either don’t start it or (and this is TOUGH) do away with it.
To finish up, use the NB Women worksheet on page 27 and the My Women’s Ministry worksheet on page 28 to apply all four steps to your ministry. As you simplify your ministry to
women, remember to KISS: Keep it simple, sister!

Resources Used
1Thom
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Rainer and Eric Geiger,. Simple Ministry. (Nashville, TN: B&H Publishing Group, 2006) 16-19.

2Ibid,

25-26.

3Ibid,

60.
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3. Intentional Movement

3. Communicate your ministry

Step Two: Movement
Place key programs
along the process

Step One: Clarity

Design a simple process

Unite all ministries
around the process

Step Three: Alignment

Everyone is competing for the
same space, resources and
volunteers.

2. Sequential programming

2. Illustrate your ministry

4. Clear Next Step

Without alignment:
The ministry becomes a multitude
of sub-ministries with each
leader only passionate about their
specific ministry.

1. Strategic programming

1. Define your ministry

The arrangement of all ministries
and personnel around the same
simple process. Everyone moving
in the same direction, and in the
same manner.

Alignment

The sequential steps in the
process that cause women to
move to greater areas of
commitment. Movement is about
flow and assimilation. It is what
causes a person to go to the
next step. It is also about the
“handoff”—what happens
between programs.

Movement

The ability of the process to be
communicated and understood.
Women know how the ministry is
structured to move them
toward spiritual growth.
The “how” is clear.

Clarity

Simple Ministry

Eliminate things outside
the process

Step Four: Focus

2. Practice good stewardship

1. Eliminate “clutter”

The commitment to abandon
everything that falls outside of
the simple ministry process.
Saying “yes” to the best and “no”
to everything else. Doing fewer
things and doing them well.

Focus
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Encouragement
Coordinator

Publicity
Coordinator

Conferences

Retreats

Special Events

Examples:

Point of Entry

KNOW

Special Event
Coordinator

How will we
make women
aware of our
ministry?

How will we
create a
“need” in
women to
belong to
our
ministry?

How will we
motivate
women to
take an
interest in
our
ministry?

Hand-Off

Communications
Coordinator

Director

Typically the
Women’s Ministry
Director and anyone
involved in
publicizing the
ministry and
communicating the
purposes of the
ministry.

Ministry Mover

How will we
create a
need in our
women to
belong to a
community
of other
believers?

How will we
move women
from a large
group
experience
to a smaller,
more
intimate
setting in
which their
specific
needs are
addressed?

Hand-Off
GROW

Bible Study
Coordinator

“Issue” groups:
divorce, parenting,
marriage, finances

Discipleship

Examples:
Bible Studies

Find Community

NB Women

How will we
make our
women
aware of the
many
prospects
they have to
serve in our
church, our
city, our
state, and
around the
world?

How will we
motivate our
women to
move from
their
“group” to a
place where
each one
“echoes
Jesus’ heart
to the
world”?

Hand-Off

Reach Out
Coordinator

Use of
spiritual gifts

Ministry
involvement in our
church

Evangelistic
emphasis

Mission trips and
projects

Examples:

Missions, Service,
Evangelism

ECHO
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Leaders who fit
this job
description:

(Typically the
Women’s Ministry
Director and anyone
involved in
publicizing the
ministry and
communicating the
purposes of the
ministry. )

Ministry Mover

How will we
make women
aware of our
ministry?

How will we
create a
“need” in
women to
belong to
our
ministry?

How will we
motivate
women to
take an
interest in
our
ministry?

Hand-Off

Leaders who fit
this program:

Programs which
fulfill this
purpose:

__________

How will we
create a
need in our
women to
belong to a
community
of other
believers?

How will we
move women
from a large
group
experience
to a smaller,
more
intimate
setting in
which their
specific
needs are
addressed?

Hand-Off

Leaders who fit
this program:

Programs which
fulfill this
purpose:

___________

My Ministry

How will we
make our
women
aware of the
prospects
they have to
serve in our
church, our
city, our
state, and
around the
world?

How will we
motivate our
women to
move from
their
“group” to a
place where
each one
“echoes
Jesus’ heart
to the
world”?

Hand-Off

Leaders who fit
this program:

Programs which
fulfill this
purpose:

____________
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DEVELOPING MISSIONAL WOMEN
Paula Adams,
Oklahoma State Woman’s
Missionary Union (WMU) President

Being missional is about living in a state of being that is at the center of God’s mission wherever
you are.
—Mark Russell
Is your church a missional church—a body whose people are on mission for God in their everyday lives? Do they think like missionaries, have a love for missions, and
generously support missionaries?
Would you like your church to develop a missional mindset and give
more to missions? Being involved in
Woman’s Missionary Union (WMU)
provides opportunities for people to
do just that as they learn about what
a missional lifestyle looks like. When
people are educated about International Mission Board (IMB) and
North American Mission Board
(NAMB) personnel who are on mission, when they pray for and support
missionaries, and when they study the Bible missionally, they just
naturally become more missional themselves!
A recent study showed that churches
with an active WMU give more
money to the Cooperative Program,
Lottie Moon Christmas
Offering®, and the Annie Armstrong
Easter Offering®. This is true no
matter how large the church is. When
WMU is present, the church is more
aware of missions, loves missions,
and supports missionaries more
generously. (See Figure 1.)
Does your church have a passion for
the lost? Do the people long for others
Developing Missional Women
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to know Christ and follow Him in believer’s baptism? Are they actively sharing the Gospel and
inviting those around them to know Christ? Churches with WMU record more baptisms than
churches without. It may sound incredible, but it is powerfully and wonderfully true that
churches that have WMU to encourage a missional mindset see more people pray to receive
Christ than do those churches without WMU. (See Figure 2.)
Let’s take a look at WMU’s focus areas and see how all of us can develop a missional lifestyle.

Missions Focus
WMU’s work in the church is built around six areas of missions focus:
1) Praying for missions
2) Engaging in mission action and witnessing
3) Learning about missions
4) Supporting missions
Resources available
and can be purchased
at
www.wmustore.com
include:
How to Involve
Adults in Missions

5) Developing spiritually toward a missions lifestyle
6) Participating in the work of the church and the denomination
Feel free to focus on one or more of these areas, depending on your interests.

Women/Adults on Mission for All Ages

Missions Mosaic
Missions Plan Book:
Missions Plans for
Smaller Churches and
Language Congregations

Women on Mission (WOM) groups are an easy, effective way to help women live missionally.
The journal Missions Mosaic can be purchased at www.wmustore.com and is designed for all
types of WOM groups. These groups may be built around prayer, missions and ministry, missionary study, Bible study, and SHADES of REaD book club. Mix and match one or more of
these types of groups to build a customized WOM group for your church.

WMU Year Book: Vision and Planning
Tool
Women on Mission
Planner with lessons
plans, leader helps,
mission action projects

Prayer Group
The most important thing a person can do to help missionaries is pray for them. Each month’s
Missions Mosaic features a calendar with each day listing the names or initials and the areas of
service of IMB and NAMB personnel who have a birthday that day. Many missionaries plan to
tackle great challenges on their birthdays because they know people will be praying for them.

Women on Mission
Resource Kit

For example, after revival services held on his birthday, a missionary in Venezuela reported
seven adult salvations, one of whom was a Hindu man. Some missionaries have even been
rescued from dire circumstances on their birthdays.
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Missions Mosaic also makes it easy to pray for unreached peoples and tells how missionaries
are reaching them. Are you interested in what God is doing among the peoples of Madagascar
or Pakistan? Find out through Missions Mosaic. The information will keep you vitally connected with our world as well as our country.

Weeks of Prayer
Every year WMU emphasizes three weeks of prayer. The week of prayer for international missionaries in December is held in conjunction with the Lottie Moon Christmas Offering®. The
week of prayer for North American missionaries around Easter coincides with the Annie
Armstrong Easter Offering®. And, in September, the Edna McMillan State Missions Offering
promotes prayer for missions in Oklahoma.

Missions and Ministry Group
Do you want to be the hands and feet of Jesus, meeting emotional, physical, and spiritual needs?
Then a missions and ministry group is right for you. Missions and ministry groups serve in
soup kitchens, homeless shelters, food pantries, pregnancy centers, nursing homes, Christian
Women/Men Job Corps sites, or other regular ministries—all with the goal of sharing the
Gospel. These groups also take part in shoebox and/or Angel Tree ministries at Christmas;
meals for needy families; volunteer mission trips through International Initiatives, FamilyFEST,
or MissionsFEST; Baptist Nursing Fellowship; church mission trips; and Oklahoma-partnership
trips (see Chapter 12 for more information on these activities). Family-related mission actions
might include raking a neighbor’s leaves, hosting a block party, painting a teacher’s classroom,
or providing school supplies for needy children.
Missions Mosaic provides some great ideas for mission actions. Examples include “Military
Families: A Red, White, and Blue Ministry Opportunity,” “Telling the Easter Story with Eggs
and Objects: A Neighborhood Easter Outreach,” and “Covered in Prayer: Prayer Quilt Ministry.”

Missionary Study Group
Do you long to know what God is doing around the world and how Southern Baptist missionaries are furthering God’s kingdom? Consider forming a missionary study group, which provides
a closer look into the life and ministry of IMB and NAMB missionaries. Missions Mosaic features both types of missionaries monthly. During the IMB missionaries’ week of prayer in December, Missions Mosaic features stories about and prayer requests for IMB missionaries, and
you can go deeper by working through the International Missions Study. During the NAMB
missionaries’ week of prayer near Easter, Missions Mosaic highlights stories about and prayer
requests for NAMB missionaries.
Not only does Missions Mosaic emphasize NAMB and IMB missionaries, but it also educates
about unreached people groups and unreached cities. Recently-featured unreached people
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groups/cities include the Bhama people of Myanmar, the northern Conchucos Quechua of Peru,
and the cities of Kolkata, India, and Shaoguan, China.

Bible Study Group
Do you want to study the Bible with a missional mindset? Consider beginning a Bible study
group. Missions Mosaic features a Bible study each month. Recent topics have included three
Bible studies on being the fragrance of Christ: “Sweet Perfume: Christians Are the Fragrance of
Christ to the World,” “One Fragrance Trumps Another: The Power of Witness Released Faith,”
and “Heaven’s Scent: What Is the Aroma of Your Faith?”

SHADES of REaD Book Club

Resources available
online and/or can be
purchased at
www.wmustore.com
include:

Please see Chapter 12 for information.

myMission for Women ages 18-34 (Web-Based)
If you are a young woman who doesn’t seem to fit into an existing Women on Mission group,

How to Involve
Adults in Missions

consider a myMISSION chapter. myMISSION is a cross between small-group Bible study,
prayer group and mission action organization. Women of varying ages and stages of life may

How to Involve Students in Missions

form a chapter in their church, neighborhood, university, and/or online.
To connect with other like-minded women, go to www.myMissionfulfilled.com. There you will
discover missional Bible studies, prayer resources, and mission stories, as well as articles on
Christian perspectives on issues, social justice, fair trade, women’s health issues, time and
money, relationships, and group ideas. This site is designed for “helping women fulfill their
mission as followers of Christ.” For a free guide on starting a myMISSION chapter, click on
“Contact Us.”
Another helpful resource is the magalog Fulfilled: A Woman’s Missions Guide to Her Home,
Church, and World, which is an excellent tool for introducing missional living to younger
women. It
provides simple, concrete ideas for missions that women can incorporate into their daily lives.
Examples include ministering to teens, understanding social issues, and helping sex-trafficking
victims in Moldova.

How Do You Start Women on Mission?
One interested woman—and a pastor who is passionate about God’s mission—can start a
Women on Mission Group. Here are some steps to take:
1) Determine what kind of group(s) women want.
2) Enlist a facilitator/leader to conduct the meetings.
3) Order/download appropriate materials.
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4) Consult church calendar, and decide on meeting time/place (consider working women)
and frequency (weekly, monthly, or quarterly).
5) Make arrangements for facility use, food, decorations and child care.
6) Publicize and invite.
7) Have meeting and evaluate.

New Start Information
Once you decide what is right for you and your church, WMU offers incentives for new group
starts. A New Start Order Form can be obtained from the state office. You receive five Missions
Mosaic magazines, one Women on Mission Planner free for six months, and other supplemental
resources at a twenty-percent discount, including the how-to books, resource kits, and the
WMU Year Book. This new start incentive can help jump start your new WOM group.
How to Involve Adults in Missions contains this “Recipe for a Missions Lifestyle:”
·

Take one part understanding God’s love.

·

Stir in a Christian worldview.

·

Mix together prayer, Bible study, and learning about missions.

·

Add long-term commitment to other ingredients.

·

Season with involvement in mission action and witnessing.

·

Yield: Adults who realize the importance of growing in God’s grace, understanding His
love for the nations, and accepting the challenge of being sent out to tell others about Christ.

The mandate to be involved in missions was made for us by God. We must choose how to be
involved, and WOM can help organize and mobilize women to live lives on mission for God.
So how will you begin to live missionally?

VISIT:
www.wmu.com/getstarted/ to download “starter packs”
http://www.wmu.com/index.php?q=blog/adults/women-mission/small-group-ministry
to see other models for WOM
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Action Plan for WOM Group
1. What type of group are you interested in starting?
a. Desired objective:

b. Goals to accomplish:

2. Who will lead/facilitate the group?

3. What materials do you need to order/download?

4. Meeting details:
Date:

Time:

Frequency:

Place:
Childcare arranged/needed?
Food/Decorations:
5. How will you create interest/publicize?
Newsletter?
Bulletin?
Sunday school?
6. How will you evaluate your meeting?

Resources Used:
Clark, Linda. How to Involve Adults in Missions (Birmingham, AL: Woman’s Missionary Union, SBC, 2007).
Hayes, Judi S. How to Involve Students in Missions (Birmingham, AL: Woman’s Missionary Union, 2007).
Heartsill, M. Steve, design editor. WMU Year Book: Vision and Planning Tool for 2011-2012 (Birmingham, AL: Woman’s
Missionary Union, SBC, 2010).
Missions Mosaic, March 2011, April 2011, May 2011, June 2011, July 2011
Russell, Mark L. The Missional Entrepreneur: Principles and Practices for Business as Mission (Birmingham, AL: New
Hope Publishers, 2010).
Spawn, Mary. MyMISSION CHAPTERS (Birmingham, AL: Woman’s Missionary Union, SBC, 2010).
Welcome to WMU (Birmingham, AL: Woman’s Missionary Union, SBC, 2010).
http://www.mymissionfulfilled.com
http://www.mymissionfulfilled.com/contactUs.asp
http://www.wmu.com
http://www.wmu.com/index.php?q=blog/adults/women-mission/small-group-ministry
http://www.wmustore .com
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BUILDING A LEADERSHIP TEAM
Carol Sallee,
NB Women’s Director,
New Beginnings Church, Bixby, OK

Mutual effort. Cooperation. Sharing of duties. Focus of passion. In essence: a leadership team. The
work God has called us to will be done more effectively and with greater ease if we’ll work
together in the context of a team. In The Making of a Leader, Robert Clinton says: “Spiritual
leadership is a dynamic process in which a person with God-given capacity influences a specific
group of God’s people toward His purposes for the group. It is an ability to encourage and help
people develop their potential gifts from God for the achievement of mutual Kingdom of God
goals.”1
As a spiritual leader, Jesus illustrated the importance of teamwork in His ministry. He chose 12
different men from different places and various vocations to come alongside of Him and share in
His labor. He taught them and trained them for service in God’s Kingdom and then launched
them into the world to fulfill their God-given capacity to influence it.
Since Jesus’ day, much has been written on the topic of being a leader and building a leadership
team. Consolidating this knowledge into a brief space is daunting. To make it easier on both of us,
let’s utilize an acrostic for the word “LEAD.”
Live the Faith

Employ the Team

Accept the Challenge

Delegate the Task

Live the Faith
If God has called you to be a leader, He has put you in a position of responsibility and privilege.
Luke 12:48 reminds us, “To whom much is given, much is required.” Some of the requirements
include:
1. Be a woman of character
Leadership is reserved for those who are leading “from the inside out” because of their vibrant,
growing inner walk with the Lord and the resulting character that flows from this relationship.
Character brings credibility to leadership and it’s what produces a follower’s confidence.
Are you becoming a woman of character? Explain your answer:
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Do you know women whose walk with the Lord qualifies them to be in a position of leadership? Record their names here:

A servant leader is
never being too
big to do something small.

2. Be a servant
The world needs servants—other women who, like Jesus, did not come to be served, but to
serve. A servant leader is never being too big to do something small. Yes, you might be the
women’s ministry “boss”, but you still may need to stay after an event to clean the kitchen.
Mother Teresa said, “God does not call us to do great things but to do small things with great
love.”
When did you first realize leadership involves servanthood?

Are there women in your life who show servant leadership? Record their names here:

3. Be aware of your Kingdom role
Each of us arrived on this earth “pre-packed.” God looked at our entire lives, determined what
our assignment would be, and then gave us the tools to do the job. When God gives an assignment, He gives the skills. We are packed on purpose, for a purpose.2
Part of understanding your Kingdom role is to serve in the unique way God designed you. Your
goal is to understand “what’s in your bag.”
How does your natural temperament enable you to minister to women?

What unique experiences do you have that could be used in ministry to women?

What are your spiritual gifts? How could God use these in ministry to women?

Employ the Team
1. Enlist
The most efficient size for a leadership team is typically between three and seven. If you’re from
a smaller church, you may already be thinking, “Three? Seven? It’s just me. Who else am I going
to enlist?”
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There are numerous ways for you to discover leaders. Pray for God to reveal them to you. Ask
your pastor or staff for suggestions of women who show leadership potential. Observe women
who attend worship, Bible study and other church activities. You’ll be surprised who will “rise
to the top.”
The most desirable composition for a leadership team is diversity. God accomplishes His work
in different ways with different people. Your leadership team should represent all kinds of
women:

·
·
·

Different ages, life stages and generations
Different leadership styles, gifts, knowledge, abilities, experiences and personalities
Different types of women from various backgrounds and skill levels

Previously you listed women who showed leadership potential. With diversity in mind, add
names of other women who could make good team members.
What ministry goals or tasks seem to match each woman you’ve listed throughout this chapter?

When you finally come to the point of enlisting someone for your leadership team, it will help
each enlistee to determine if a ministry position is right for her if you can provide a detailed job
description.
(Note: A sample ministry flowchart and samples of two job descriptions are on pages 40-43.
This is an example of a “Fractal Model” of team leadership. You will learn more about this under “Delegate.”)
2. Equip
Ephesians 4:11-12 says, “It was he who gave some to be apostles, some to be prophets, some to
be evangelists, and some to be pastors and teachers, to prepare God's people for works of service, so that the body of Christ may be built up.” (NIV) Once you have successfully enlisted a
team member, you want to prepare her so she is well-equipped for ministry. This is an ongoing
process, but initially:
·

Help her understand how the ministry fits into the overall ministry of your church

·

Share the purpose and the vision of the ministry

·

Provide her with the tools, resources and training she will need to do her job

·

Teach her what to do and how to do it: Simple things like how to make check requests or
secure dates on the church calendar.

What are some specific ways you need to equip your ministry team?

What is your plan for “continuing education” of your ministry team?
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Accept the Challenge
Not just anyone has what it takes to invest in the lives of women. It takes a woman with a heart
for the Lord and for the well-being of women. It takes commitment to follow-through, to see to
all the details and to deal with discouragements along the way. Colossians 1:28-29 says, “We
proclaim him, admonishing and teaching everyone with all wisdom, so that we may present
everyone perfect in Christ. To this end I labor, struggling with all his energy, which so powerfully works in me.” (NIV)
Paul used two words that are not very popular in ministry: labor and struggling. His use of the
word labor means “to work to the point of exhaustion.” By struggling, Paul meant “agonizing.”
However, don’t miss the good news of what Paul wrote: we participate in this challenge
enabled by God’s energy—we are “powered by power.” When God calls us to a ministry, He
provides all we need to fulfill the challenge before us.
What are some of your greatest challenges in ministry to women?

How does knowing you are “powered by power” breathe new life into your willingness to continue in ministry to women?

When God calls us
to a ministry, He
provides all we
need to fulfill the
challenge before
us.

Delegate the Task
Think for a moment about what is involved in ministry to women—all the programming, Bible
studies, special events, mission efforts. Record some of these possibilities here:

Now, go back and circle items that are currently part of your ministry. Underline things you
would like to see become a part of your ministry. When you see it on paper like this, you’re
probably thinking, “Wow, that’s a lot of ministry. No wonder I’m so tired.” Or you may think,
“How can I ever possibly get this ministry staffed with a team who can pull this off?”
Take a look at the handout on page 41. Two leadership team styles are presented.
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The first one is called the “Wagon Wheel Model.” You’ll notice in the middle of the wheel is the
leader. She is the hub and everything revolves around her. She does most of the work herself—
and kind of likes it that way. All ministry efforts flow in and out of her.
Here’s the problem with this type of leader:
·

She will most likely burn out and then the ministry will temporarily collapse until a new
leader steps into the hub

·

She is prohibiting other women from using their spiritual gifts

On the Wagon Wheel Model, within the “spokes,” record all the things your ministry to women
is doing. Now imagine you’re responsible for all of it. Tired already?
There has to be a better way! I believe there is; and it’s called the “Fractal Model.” A fractal is a
geometric pattern that is repeated at ever smaller scales. If you zoom in on any part of it, it still
looks the same as the whole. Think of a small tree branch and the even smaller branch that
shoots off with leaves. The littlest leaf has the same basic shape and make-up as the biggest leaf.
Isn’t it interesting that God placed in nature the perfect pattern for leadership teams? It’s a good
plan because we work smarter as a team than the sum of our individual efforts. When ministry
is assigned according to different women’s gifts and passions, the ministry can begin to duplicate and multiply itself into “fractals” that are a reduced sized copy of the whole. Each member
of the leadership team is challenged to constantly seek ways to involve others in her area of
ministry so another fractal can be created.
In the center of the fractal is the ministry’s purpose. The leader administrates from this purpose.
Notice she has a small part in each piece of the fractal but the biggest part of the fractal is left to
a team member who is designated to lead that particular area.
It may sound a little “geometric” and confusing, so let’s work your ministry through a fractal.
Look over the list of items you circled as being an overall part of your ministry. Now find those
listed programs or activities that relate to each other and group them together. Take each of
these groupings and record them in a part of the fractal. Then write the name of the enlisted
leader who you believe is most suitable to this task.
Let’s say part of your fractal is designated for special events. As the leader, you’ll want to make
sure events fall in line with the purpose of your ministry. You’ll meet with your entire team to
discuss the event and determine how each of you can help. But the special event fractal leader
will then take that event and delegate the elements into sub-fractals.
She might have one fractal for decoration with a designated leader, one for promotions and so
on. Each sub-fractal has a designated leader who still understands the overall purpose of the
ministry and functions as a part of the whole. It is a ministry that is reproducing itself and involving multiple women—all using their gifts toward Kingdom of God goals.
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Personal Reflection
What advantages do you see to the Fractal Model?

What changes would need to be made in your ministry to achieve this type of leadership team?

May the Lord find you teachable, faithful and willing as you LEAD!

Resources Used
1Robert

Clinton, The Making of a Leader, NavPress, Colorado Springs, 1988, p. 14. Taken from Women’s Ministry Hand-

book: A Comprehensive Guide to Reaching, Teaching, and Training Women in the Local Church, Victor Books, 1992,
page 47.
2Quotes

compiled from Max Lucado, Cure for the Common Life: Living in Your Sweetspot, W Publishing Group, a divi-

sion of Thomas Nelson, Nashville, TN, 2005.
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Wagon Wheel Model
Leader is the hub. If
she leaves, the wheel
collapses.
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Leader has a small part in
each piece and pulls them all
together.

Each fractal can then be
duplicated as needed
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Ministry Description
Bible Study Coordinator for New Beginnings (NB) Women in Bixby, OK.
Ministry Goal
To coordinate the planning and implementation of women’s Bible studies.
Qualifications
· Public and private life above reproach
· Consistent, vibrant walk with Christ
· Faithful, available, teachable
· Church member and regular attendee
· Mirrors Christ in her home and/or work
· Administrative skills—available to follow-through on details
· Able to teach and/or supervise those who can
· Understands the needs of those who attend the studies
· Has a heart for the spiritual growth of the women of New Beginnings
· Has shown support for NB Women
· Willing and able to attend majority of all NB Women’s events and Bible studies
· Spouse is supportive of participation in NB Women
· Willing to attend local, state, and national training to acquire skills and ideas needed to
enhance NB Women
Responsibilities
· Appoint committee members as needed to help organize Bible study ministries
· Chair committee meetings
· Oversee the recruiting and training of teachers to work in this ministry
· Attend majority of Bible studies as is fitting with personal schedule
· Contact Bible study leaders on a weekly basis
· Plan study material and/or topics for Bible studies
· Make study material available to attendees (if applicable)
· Organize and maintain a system for nametags, attendance, and personal contacts
· Evaluate class mechanics and general effectiveness
· Plan for refreshments, set up and childcare at Bible studies
· Work with NB Women’s Coordinators Board to ensure Bible studies are in keeping with the
Simple Ministry model by using these studies to move women to participate in missions,
service, and/or evangelism.
· Attend as many NB Women’s events and Bible studies as possible
· Attend quarterly Coordinator’s Board meetings and annual Coordinator’s fall retreat
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Ministry Description
Reach-Out Coordinator for New Beginnings (NB) Women in Bixby, OK.
Ministry Goals
To educate women about missions, evangelism, and service; and to make women aware of
opportunities to actively participate in each.
Qualifications
· Public and private life above reproach
· Consistent, vibrant walk with Christ
· Faithful, available, teachable
· Church member and regular attendee
· Mirrors Christ in her home and/or work
· Administrative skills—available to follow-through on details
· Able to recruit, organize and delegate
· Able to work well with women
· Demonstrates interest and personal involvement in missions and evangelism
· Willing to educate self and others about missions, evangelism and service opportunities
· Has shown support for NB Women
· Spouse is supportive of participation in NB Women
· Willing and able to attend majority of NB Women’s events and Bible studies
· Willing to attend local, state or national training to acquire skills and ideas needed to
enhance NB Women
Responsibilities
· Appoint committee members as needed to help organize “Reach Out” ministries
· Chair NB Women’s Reach Out Committee meetings
· Oversee the recruiting and training of women to work in “Reach Out” ministries
· Keeping in mind the Simple Ministry model, work closely with NB Women’s Director and
other NB Women’s Coordinators to discover and present evangelism, mission, and/or
service opportunities for NB Women’s events and Bible studies
· Stay aware of evangelism, missions, and service opportunities through continued
communication with other New Beginnings committees and ministries
· Discover and publicize opportunities for women to be involved in evangelism, missions
and/or service
· Create and organize opportunities for women to be involved in evangelism, missions
and/or service
· Attend as many NB Women’s events as possible
· Attend quarterly Coordinator’s Board meetings and annual Coordinator’s fall retreat

Building a Leadership Team
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MINISTRY IN THE DIGITAL AGE
Kelly King,
Women’s Missions and
Ministries Specialist BGCO

I recently read a Twitter comment from a comedian who said, “Saying you don’t have Facebook
today is like saying you didn’t have a television 40 years ago.” While there’s some humor in that
statement, there’s also a hint of truth. And, consider the source in which I read it—Twitter—a
social networking site that didn’t exist five years ago. Let’s just say a lot has changed when it
comes to technology and social media. And it’s not slowing down.
If you feel that keeping up with technology and social media is not important, think again. And
consider how you are using these mediums in your women’s missions and ministries. Here’s
some social networking food for thought:
·

More than 600 million people have a Facebook page—including more than 40 percent of the
U.S. population.1

·

One of the growing trends is “group buying”—online sites that offer specials, such as
Groupon.

·

It is estimated that more than 200 million people have a Twitter account—a social networking service that allows one to send or receive messages of 140 characters or less. You might
call it the “texting” of social networking.2

·

Social networking is mobile—people are using their phones more than their computers for
information and connection.

·

There are more than 150 million people who have a blog—a web log that allows individuals
to post their news, opinions and thoughts. Think of it as an online journal for the world to
see—for free.3

·

The average teenager sends more than 3,000 text messages each month—females average a

If you feel that
keeping up with
technology and
social media is not
important, think
again.

lot more than guys.4
·

Apple Inc. reported earlier this year that there are more than 400,000 “apps” that can be
downloaded to your phone.5

·

By June 2011, Apple Inc. had sold more than 25 million iPad computer tablets.6

Overwhelmed? It’s easy to feel that way. And it’s hard to keep up. But if you’re still mailing out
a women’s newsletter, cutting out clip art and making photo copies, you might want to consider
some newer alternatives and ways to communicate with the women in your church. By the
way—many of them don’t cost you anything.
Which of these do you personally own?
¨ Personal Computer

¨ Cell Phone

¨ Video Camera

¨ Digital Camera

¨ iPad or Computer Tablet
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Which of these do you use on a regular basis?
¨ Email

¨ Facebook

¨ Twitter

¨ Phone Apps

¨ Text Messaging

¨ Group buying services such as Groupon
Which of these do you use to communicate with the women in your church?
¨ Email

¨ Facebook

¨ Mass Text Messages

¨ Twitter

¨ Church website ¨ Blog

¨ Online Surveys

Know Your Women

If one of your
goals is reaching
younger women,
keep in mind that
even if your
women aren’t using some of the
technology available today, the
next
generation is.

Before you start banging your head against the wall, first consider the women in your congregation. Ask them the same questions you answered above. What technology are they using? What
social networking opportunities do they use on a regular basis? Knowing your audience is the
first step in developing an effective communication strategy. There’s no reason for you to use
Twitter if no one in your church knows what a “tweet” is.
Even if the women in your church aren’t completely “tech” savvy, it doesn’t hurt to be informed
and to be aware of the trends that will affect the future. If one of your goals is reaching younger
women, keep in mind that even if your women aren’t using some of the technology available
today, the next generation is.
Have you considered taking a quick survey of your women to see what they use? How can you
take action on this in the near future?

Know Your Options
Websites
Most churches have websites and an online calendar for their members. This is a good place for
you to begin. Contact your church’s web administrator and send them detailed information
about your women’s calendar, Bible study opportunities and special events. Include an email
where women can connect to a person for more information when they have specific questions.
Don’t assume your website is only read by your church members. Women who are searching
for ministry opportunities often look at church websites. You never know when your website
can connect a woman who is looking for a way to grow spiritually.

Email
Does email seem so 1990? While your inbox may seem like an older way to communicate and
connect, it is still one of the most effective ways to build a database among your women.
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Develop a distribution list of emails from your women and send out special invites and reminders about what is happening in your ministry. Keep in mind the following tips:
·

When sending out a mass email, do not put the emails in a generic “to” box. To protect the
privacy of your women, always use the blind copy version before you hit “send.”

·

Consider using an email newsletter instead of using paper. You’ll not only save money, but
you’re being environmentally conscious as well.

·

Be cautious of the frequency of your emails and the length of the emails. Women want the
information fast, so keep it simple and short. If you are sending out an email more than
once a week, it’s likely your women will start hitting the “delete” button before they finish
the first line. Keep the content fresh—even if it’s the fourth time you’re promoting an upcoming Bible study. Give new information each time and leave them “wanting more.”

Facebook
The popular social networking site continues to astound the experts. What started as an online
connection between college students is now considered commonplace. The average number of
“friends” Facebook users have is 500—even though the word “friend” can be loosely interpreted. Consider setting up a “page” for your ministry and invite people to “like” the page.
They’ll see updates in their newsfeed and there are tracking options to help you learn how
many people are on your page. You can also design a “group” page and ask people to join the
group. By asking women to “join” a group, you are able to send them specific messages about
your ministry and invitations. You can set up an event on the page and invite people to respond
if they are coming or not. Photos can also be posted to give members a glimpse of what’s
happening in your ministry too (please ask for permission before using a photo of someone).

Twitter
Tweets, hashtags, retweeting, direct messages and mentions are all part of the “twitter”
language. Like Facebook, this social networking site is also free, but limits you to a 140
character tweet each time you send a message. You follow other Twitter users and they follow
you. If someone likes what you said, they can “retweet” the message to all of their followers.
While all of this may sound like a bunch of mumble jumble, it’s a growing avenue of connecting
with others. You can even set up your account to interact with your Facebook account so all of
your “tweets” will be posted to your wall.
If you’re at an event and want to hear what others are “tweeting”, consider using a hashtag at
the end of your tweets that will start a “feed” on the same subject. For instance, our office used
#ladiesretreat2011 for our statewide retreat. We could follow the comments by entering that
hashtag.

Mass Text Messaging
Want to get the word out fast and to a lot of people? Consider sending out a mass text message
to the women you have programmed in your cell phone. Our office did this a couple of years
ago when we hosted college evangelism events. We had different students from the host
university send out messages to all their friends inviting them to come. It was a quick and cost
effective way to say, “Hey! Don’t forget to come!”
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Blogs
Websites tend to be stagnant information and blogs tend to be information “on the move” and
more “personal.” Consider setting up a blog for your ministry. There are several free templates
and sites that will walk you through the design process. Include articles about upcoming studies, prayer needs, mission opportunities and women’s events.
One of the great benefits of blogging is that women can leave comments and you can interact
with your readers. Blog readers not only want to be heard, but they want to know they have a
relationship with you—even if it’s just online.
If you’re a blogger, consider keeping posts fairly short but blog on a consistent basis. If they are
longer than 400 words, you’ll quickly lose readers. Attention spans are fairly short and many
blog readers are looking at several entries each day—not just yours. Try to add a post at least
three times a week to keep up interest. Add variety to your posts, such as photos, contests,
freebies and surveys. Give your readers a reason to come back to your blog often.

Smart Phone Apps and QR Codes
Have you heard the phrase, “There’s an app for that?” Most likely there is! And there are some
great apps that can help you spiritually. While you don’t necessarily need to develop an app for
your women’s ministry, you can help women know helpful apps that are available, such as
Bible apps, scripture memory apps and Bible studies.
If you’ve been thumbing through a magazine in the past few months, you might have noticed a
little black square that looks a little like a UPC label. These are called QR codes and if you have
a smart phone, you can download a QR scanner as an app. Open the app and scan the code

Scan our
Women’s Missions and
Ministries QR
code with your
smart phone app

which will allow you to view more information about different products or the subject in the
article. You can create your own free QR code for your ministry website by visiting
qrcode.kaywa.com or any another free QR code website.

Video
You don’t have to be a professional to produce videos that will promote your women’s ministry. Even if you have photos, you can make a video slideshow that can be uploaded to sites such
as YouTube, GodTube or Vimeo. Of course, professionally edited videos are going to be better
quality and may be necessary depending on your purpose. If you are looking for videos to use
as an illustration in a study or for an event, you can purchase excellent videos at
www.sermonspice.com

Online Surveys and Online Evaluations
Instead of printing and calculating paper surveys and assessments, there are websites that offer
free online surveys. The key is to keep the number of questions to a minimum (maybe five) and
make them simple to answer. The online tools will automatically calculate the responses and
give you quick feedback on what your women want.
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Know Things Change
Because technology is ever-changing, some of the information listed in this chapter will
probably be quickly outdated. And who knows what will be the next step in how you receive
information (beware—can someone say Googlet?) But, one thing does remain constant—and
that’s the necessity of spreading the Gospel. Whether it’s through social networking or through
the internet, remember these words of the apostle Paul in 1 Corinthians 9, “To the weak I
became weak, to win the weak. I have become all things to all people so that by all possible
means I might save some. I do all this for the sake of the gospel, that I may share in its blessings.” (NIV)

How to Get the Most Out of Social Networking
by Chris Forbes, www.chrisforbes.org
Four times a day: Participate. You have to be a friend to make one. Each day, look at your social
network and look for ways to be involved with the people in your network. Surf on the profiles
of other people in your networks, or read their tweets, blog posts, etc. Is there an appropriate
way you can comment, reply to them, show your appreciation by clicking “like?” It might be
that you need to send someone a direct message. By participating with other people you are
truly being active in your network. Only comment, or respond with sincere participation.
Three times a day: Network. Social networking is about relationships. Do your research and
find new people to follow each day. Find one to two people who fit your target audience. It’s
not the number of people in your network, but the type of people in the network and your
relationship with them. Find at least three new people and invite them to become a friend, follow them, or become a fan.
Two times a day: Share. This is the part where you find something that already exists on the
web that the people in your network might find interesting. Perhaps you will embed a video in
a blog post, maybe you’ll share a link from the web—go viral with something. By posting every
day, you remain visible to the people in your network.
One time a day: Create. People often think they have to come up with something profound
every day. Actually just commenting about your day or work will work many days. People
need to hear from you, not only about what you think is good, funny, or important. Once per
day you can send a tweet, update your status, post a candid shot, or other original content.
About three times per week write a blog post and link to it in your other networks.
If each week (say, five days a week) you did just these 10 tasks per day you would be active 50
times in front of your network in a week. Your network would be expanding in a healthy
manner, reaching new targeted audience members. By the end of the year, you’d have 700 plus
people in your network. The balanced nature of this approach will keep you from being overwhelmed, while at the same time guarding against your being a nuisance to the people in your
network by publishing too often.
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Worksheet
After reading through this chapter, how would you describe the strengths and weaknesses of
how your women’s ministry is communicating?

What are three steps you can implement in your communication strategy over the next six
months?
1.
2.
3.
Is there a woman in your church who enjoys this aspect of ministry? Are you expanding the
ministry by allowing others to help you with this area? How?

Consider the following:
Fall Bible studies are beginning soon. You want to make sure all of the women in your church
are aware of the options and opportunities for them to be involved.
List how you can communicate by using these avenues:
Church Website:
Email:
Mass Text Messaging:
Facebook:
Twitter:
Video:
Other:

Resources Used
1

“Goldman to Clients: Facebook has 600 million users” www.msnbc.msn.com

2 “Twitter:

We Now Have Over 200 Million Accounts” www.huffingtonpost.com

3

“Blog Pulse” The Nielson Company. February 16, 2011.

4

“The Average Teenager Sends 3,339 Texts Per Month”, http://mashable.com. October 14, 2010.

5

“App Store Reaches 400,000 iOS Apps?” www.macstories.net. June 5, 2011.

6”Apple

iOS Stats: 200 million devices sold (25 million iPads), 14 Billion apps downloaded, and more.

www.unwired.com. June 6, 2011.
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GOD HELP US!
CREATIVELY INCORPORATING
PRAYER IN MINISTRY

Vickey Banks,
Christian Author and Speaker

“The first thing you as a women’s leader must do is pray.
Your vision for women in your church and community must be God’s vision,
or it will be on a shaky foundation.” – Chris Adams, Women Reaching Women1
My church was falling apart. We were between pastors, and disgruntled church members were
scampering out of hiding like cockroaches when the lights turn off. Initially heartbroken and
afraid for our future, I got fighting mad. Mad Satan was slithering his slimy way all over the
church I so desperately loved. Mad he was using our own church members to do his bidding!
What’s a good church girl supposed to do with all that anger? I took it straight to the God I
knew could handle it. I begged God to protect my church and to give me wisdom to respond
not just in fear or anger, but in ways that truly honored Him. But, when the dissenters forced an
unplanned “Business Meeting” on our upcoming Wednesday evening service, I was overwhelmed by a need to fight for my church in a different way – a way so unlike anything I would
ever do on my own, I felt it had to be God’s leading.
Although I was a young stay-at-home mom of two preschoolers, with no church staff position, I

“Pray in the Spirit
on all occasions
with all kinds of
prayers and requests.”
- Ephesians 6:18
(NIV)

knew God was big enough to do what He wanted through me, regardless of who and what I
wasn’t. I contacted what I like to call Warrior Women – women who move heaven and earth by
praying like they believe God will answer. I asked them to meet in our church auditorium on
Wednesday morning. We didn’t swap stories or rehearse our worries. We prayed and had our
own business meeting with God.

Praying Around the Room
Knowing our prayers couldn’t be effective if we had unconfessed sin in our lives (Psalm 66:18;
John 9:31) and if our prayers weren’t in accordance with God’s will (John 15:7; 1 John 5:14), we
began by privately confessing our individual sins to God and asking His forgiveness (1 John
1:9). Next, we liberally prayed His Word back to Him. Gathering around the microphone, we
read Scriptures about the tongue and prayed for every person who would speak that evening.
We knelt at our staffs’ platform chairs and read aloud God’s promises to protect, strengthen,
and encourage those who love Him. We begged Him to do that and more for our staff and their

“The simple truth
is that God works
powerfully when
His people pray –
because it’s all
about the Lord
and His power
and plans, not
about our degrees,
qualifications or
eloquence.”2

families. We sat in the pews and beseeched God to have His way with every heart that would
soon be seated there.
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We prayed silently and aloud. Individually, in pairs and as a group. Side by side, we prayed
with a boldness few of us had ever known. What happened that day is a memory none of us
will ever forget. We covered that auditorium with a blanket of prayer that suffocated Satan. God
saved our church and we came out more united than ever before.

Immeasurably More
As a women’s ministry leader, few things are as important as unity. We girls were hard-wired
by God with a need for relationship. When we seek God by joining our hearts and hands in
prayer with other women, we experience greater unity in our relationships with Him and with
others. Like a heavenly designed pyramid with God at the top and us mere mortals at the

”Again I say to
you, that if two of
you agree on earth
about anything
that they may ask,
it shall be done for
them by My Father
who is in heaven.
For where two or
three have gathered together in
My name, I am
there in their
midst.”
– Matthew 18:18-

bottom, when we pray transparently and fervently with and for others, our hearts are drawn
toward each other as we each draw nearer to God. As the apostle Paul said, God is “able to do
immeasurably more than all we ask or imagine.” (Ephesians 3:20, NIV)
In their book Talking to God, Bruce Bickel and Stan Jantz point out an immeasurably more we
get from God by explaining, “God wants you praying because it is part of the process that He
uses to be involved in your life.”3 And, when God gets involved, the results are staggering.
Bickel and Jantz go on to list a few of those results:
·

God’s forgiveness of our sins

·

Our eternal salvation

·

Spiritual strength

·

Equipped to resist temptation

·

God may give us wisdom if we pray for it (A must for a woman trying to plan women’s
ministry efforts! See James 1:5-7 for God’s promised help.)

·

Potential physical healing

Are you or any of the women in your ministry in need of one of these benefits?
Life is hard. Women not only need to hear encouraging testimonials from Scripture and modern
day benefactors of the life-altering benefits of prayer. They need someone to usher them into the
very presence of the God who is big enough to handle their own messy circumstances.
Will you be that someone?
How will you lead them in prayer?

Truth be told, most of us struggle with prayer in some form or another whether it’s keeping
focused, panicking at the thought of praying aloud in front of others, feeling too awkward to
initiate prayer. The rest of this chapter will be devoted to practical ways to help you pray for
and with other women.
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Tried and True Tools

“What no amount
of human effort,
ingenuity, or

Praying Scripture has already been mentioned, but it is worth mentioning again. Since God’s
Word is His revealed will, we can rest assured our prayers are in accordance with His will when
we pray those words back to Him.

preaching could
ever accomplish,

The Six S’s of Praying with groups, as outlined in Evelyn Christenson’s legendary book What
Happens When Women Pray, is one of the most helpful tools I’ve experienced.

God can do and
He will do it in response to our

1.

Subject by Subject – Pray one subject at a time. The leader introduces the subject
and allows time for members to pray short sentence prayers while other members
pray silently on the same subject. (Instead of thinking about what they’ll pray next,
this allows the group to multiply their prayers to God.)

2.

Short Prayers – While forcing no one to ever pray aloud, participating members
pray one or two sentences. (This makes it easier for sky pray-ers and helps them
gain confidence in praying.)

3.

Simple Prayers

4.

Specific Prayer Requests

5.

Silent Periods – Allow for silence between requests and subjects for listening to
God.

6.

Small Groups – Great for newcomers, the shy and untrained. This helps them gain
confidence in praying audibly.5

Prayer Calendars can be used in several ways, designating days to pray for people and events. If
used with a group of women to pray for each other, and to insure everyone is being prayed for
daily, give each woman a calendar noting different names on different days. For example, your
calendar directs you to pray for Denise on January 1 while Sarah’s calendar has her pray for
Denise on January 2, etc. This insures Denise is not just being prayed for on one day, but every
day. The same would be true for each of the women in your group. You could use this same
philosophy for an upcoming women’s event by including different aspects on your daily
requests– registration, health of the speaker, teachable hearts, etc.
Prayer Cycles are a form of calendar I used when wanting to insure I prayed in a more concentrated way for certain people and ministries. To further help me remember what to pray for and
when, I paired the first letter of the weekday with the first letter of my request.
·

Monday – Ministries (Those I was involved in and individuals there.)

·

Tuesday – Two + Two (My husband and I + our two children.)

·

Wednesday – Workers and World Leaders (Workers = those in Christian Ministry.

·

Thursday – Thanksgiving

·

Friday – Friends and Family

·

Saturday - Something fresh on my heart

·

Sunday – Services in church and those involved
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Find daily listings of

Missionary Birthdays are excellent days to pray on their behalf. Since their birthdays are widely

missionary birthdays

circulated by organizations and publications, missionaries count on being prayed for on their
special day. So much so, it’s been well documented they attempt riskier things for God on them.

at www.namb.net/
prayerrequests, or sign
up at www.imb.org to
receive daily or
monthly emails listing
them. The daily

Looking For Adventure?
Prayer walking opens our eyes to needs and our ears to God’s promptings when praying while
walking city streets. Often described as praying with insight when you’re on-sight, this could be

devotional Open

done by one person alone, or by walking in small groups.

Windows also lists
missionary birthdays.
Contact your local

Experiential Prayer Rooms are great options for retreats or special events. They take on many
forms, from mazes to a single room with multiple stations, but their benefits include:

church or LifeWay
Christian Resources to
get a copy.

·

Setting conducive for focused prayer (quiet, calm atmosphere with soft lighting)

·

Set-up allowing freedom in posture (chairs, floor mat…)

·

Multitude of stimulus keeping senses alive and active, while pointing women to
pray (videos to see, songs to listen to, stations for journaling, written requests to
hold…)

Around-the-Clock praying is as simple as allowing participants to sign up for designated times
of prayer for a particular need or event.
Prayer partners are one of the best places to start intercessory prayer. Look for someone who
will faithfully pray for you, while keeping your requests confidential.

Just Do It!

Any Christian work
can become overwhelming and dis-

Model praying by opening every meeting with it and by stopping to pray immediately when-

couraging.

ever someone shares a pressing need. Teach your women how to pray and lead them to pray.

Keep your attitude
positive and your vision clear. And, above
all, pray without ceas-

Often. Pray with your women and for them.
However you pray…just pray!

ing for yourself, your
small groups, and
your church.”
– Rhonda H. Kelley,

Great Resources to Help You Pray the Bible

Women Reaching
Women, p. 149

·

Praying God’s Word, Beth Moore (Broadman & Holman Publishers, Nashville, TN, 2000)

·

The One Year Book of Praying Through the Bible, Cheri Fuller (Tyndale Publishers, Carol
Stream, IL, 2003)

·

Powerful Prayers for Your Life, David and Heather Kopp (WaterBrook Press, Colorado
Springs, CO 2004).

·

Other helpful books in this series include Praying the Bible for Your Family, Praying the
Bible for Your Marriage, Praying the Bible for Your Children and Praying the Bible for Your
Baby
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Evaluation
How satisfied are you with your personal prayer time? (Rate from 1 to 10 with 10 being completely satisfied and 1 being completely unsatisfied.)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

What would you like to be different about your current personal prayer time?

“Devote yourselves to
prayer with an alert
mind and a thankful
heart.”
- Colossians 4:2, NLT

Are you prone to pray only at designated times, in the midst of daily activities, or both?
“Call to me and I will
answer you and tell

How comfortable are you praying aloud with others?

you great and unsearchable things you
do not know.”

How comfortable are you initiating prayer with others?

- Jeremiah 33:3 (NIV)

What types of training have you had on prayer in the past? (List names of teaching series,
specific books and prayer retreats, or if you had a personal mentor, etc.)

What methods of prayer have you used in the past? (Place a check mark in the line preceding
each method you’ve used and a star if it was a positive experience.)
_____ Praying Scripture

_____ Prayer Calendars

_____ Prayer Cycles

_____ Missionary Birthdays

_____ Prayerwalking

_____ Prayer Partners

_____ Trading Requests

_____ Around the Clock

_____ Experiential Prayer Rooms

“Please don’t
attempt anything for
the Lord without first
seeking His direction…
Even when you get
ideas from other
places…rely on God to

Have you used any other methods of prayer? If so, what were they and how effective did you
find them?

do what He wants to
do in your midst.”
– Merci Dixon6

Resources Used
1

Adams, Chris. Women Reaching Women. (Nashville, TN: LifeWay Press, 1997) 58.

2 Fuller,

Cheri. A Busy Woman’s Guide to Prayer. (Brentwood, TN: Integrity Publishers, 2005) 53.

3

Bruce Bickel and Stan Jantz, Talking With God. (Eugene, Oregon: Harvest House Publishers, 2000)17-18.

4

Fehsenfeld, Del. “Unleashing the Power of Prayer,” Pray! Magazine, July/August 2004, 47

5

Christenson, Evelyn. What Happens When Women Pray. (Colorado Springs, CO: Chariot Victor Publishing, 1997) 58-

70.
6

Kraft, Vickie. Women Mentoring Women. (Chicago: Moody Press, 1992) 206.
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REALLY RELATING :
RELATIONAL EVANGELISM

Heather McAnear,
Women’s Ministry Leader
Council Road Baptist Church
Bethany , OK

I have seen it in a local coffee shop, bakery and nail salon. I have seen it waiting for a dance class
or a ball game. I have seen it in the halls of church and the aisles of the grocery store. I have seen
it in America, Asia, Mexico and around the world. I have seen it in the hallways of prisons, rehab
centers and hospitals. What is it I see? The desire for women to genuinely connect with one another. God placed deep within us a thirst for relationships that matter.
From the beginning, God crafted men and women differently. Our uniqueness helps us to work
together as a team, infusing our communities with the best of God’s qualities, brought to the table
by both men and women. As the female counterpart, we are the more relational piece to the
puzzle of humanity. It’s not that men don’t desire relationship, it’s just that they are more wired
for the nuts-and-bolts, give-me-the- facts sort of living, while most women are intrigued by the

God placed deep
within us a thirst
for relationships
that matter.

itty-bitty details that make a story (and a person) sweet. And this, my fellow story lover, is a gift
indeed.
Psalm 139 explicitly details how God carefully created each and every one of us, giving us not just
vastly different “outer shells”, but hugely diverse personalities, passions and life experiences.
God’s divine plan is to use these differences to bring Him glory and bring women into His
kingdom.
Have you ever thought about the fact that your own personal wiring and story are part of God’s
plan to draw women to Jesus?
Stop now and think about where you’ve been. Ask God to reveal how He wants to use your story
for His glory.

Now stop and think about the women who make up your women’s ministry. How can God use
their stories?

Whether you’re picturing five or fifty faces, here’s the deal: God is willing and able to take each
and every one of those stories and use them as a magnet to draw women from your community to
your church. Each set of feet have walked a different set of miles, every mile is priceless. Some
come more calloused and bloodied than others, but each bears a story that depicts God’s faithfulness and love and each can connect with someone who shares a similar story. That’s a picture of
community, a picture of the Church.
Really Relating: Relational Evangelism
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Each set of feet have
walked a different

So what does this look like fleshed out in our ministries? I’ve seen God move time and time
again, as women form relationships, share life and the Holy Spirit moves. It’s special and
sacred and it’s how women are wired. I’ve heard men complain about how easy it is to plan a

set of miles, every

women’s event, “Just get them together and they start talking”. True, but let’s use some creative

mile is priceless.

thinking to turn talking into connecting.

Some come more

Latte Ladies

calloused and
bloodied than others, but each bears a

One of the most basic ways we can facilitate an atmosphere in which women feel comfortable
sharing their stories, is to get them out of the church building and into a coffee shop. The

story that depicts

atmosphere just breeds transparency. This is especially true for our postmodern generation (see

God’s

Chapter 16: Reaching Younger Women). This is the simplest type of study because it requires no

faithfulness and

food prep and no technology. You simply choose a book for the group to read and discuss to-

love and each can

gether, choose a day and time to meet and go for it. This will be a small group which disarms

connect with some-

women uncomfortable sharing in big groups. As you choose a book, ask: what season are the

one who shares a

women in? What do they have in common? How can we challenge them spiritually? This same

similar story. That’s

For fantastic “living
room style” studies,
check out what

concept can also take place in your living room, if you’d prefer a home setting.

Cooking Together
Another way to remove the relational barriers is to do a practical task together, like cooking.
Choose a Saturday and three to four easy recipes that can be made in bulk. Have women sign
up and pay ahead of time so that you can adequately prepare. You can use a home or your
church’s kitchen, where the women gather together and assemble meals in take-home contain-

Kelly Minter has to

ers. Provide a copy of the recipes for the women to take home. These meals will be a blessing

offer at

to moms with young ones, or they can be delivered to new parents or homebound senior adults.
I’ve seen this same model used with different activities such as scrapbooking, quilting, making
blankets for premature babies and cleaning the church or camp cabin. The bottom line is to get
women working together where relationships can be forged.

Sunday Morning Classes
Most churches offer classes on Sunday mornings for different groups of adults, so here is a
wonderful way to build into the community that should already be happening. From within
our Sunday morning Connection Class, we formed small groups that meet regularly in homes.
We have seen first-hand the intimacy fostered by meeting in a home, sharing a meal, opening
God’s word and praying for one another. We’ve seen small groups rally around a family in crisis and celebrate together in the times of joy. The small group is the first line of defense when a
family has a new baby, illness, transition or tragedy; followed by the Sunday Morning class.
This is a picture of Acts 2:42-27,
“They devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching and to the fellowship, to the
breaking of bread and to prayer. Everyone was filled with awe, and many wonders and
miraculous signs were done... All the believers were together and had everything in
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common. Selling their possessions and goods, they gave to anyone as he had need…
They broke bread in their homes and ate together with glad and sincere hearts, praising
God and enjoying the favor of all the people. And the Lord added to their number daily

There is no more
beautiful picture of
the New Testa-

those who were being saved.” (NIV)

ment church than

One-on-One

believers living in
genuine community. This will

No matter how many opportunities we give our women to connect with each other, nothing has
a greater impact than encouraging our women to live on mission, initiating relationships with
other women in their communities. As women’s ministry leaders, it is our responsibility to
equip and encourage our women to get out of their comfort zones and meet other women. We
must continually drive home the message found in 2 Corinthians 5:20, “We are therefore

catch the eye of the
lost world better
then any program

Christ's ambassadors, as though God were making his appeal through us. We implore you on

we can plan. Real

Christ's behalf: Be reconciled to God.” (NIV) I guarantee your women do not feel qualified to be

relationships, real

an ambassador or a witness. Maybe you don’t either, but that’s the beauty of our God, He

life.

chooses to use every last one of His people for His glory. As Max Lucado beautifully says in
Outlive Your Life, “God doesn’t call the qualified. He qualifies the called.”1 We must repeatedly
communicate to our women just how qualified they are, because they have been saved, with a
story to tell.
Encourage them to ask the questions:

For a more in-

Who do I know that needs to be connected to other women?

depth look at sharing your faith oneWhat do I have in common with her? How can I use our commonalities to build a relationship
with her?

on-one, check out
Kimberly Sowell’s
Journey to Confidence:

What do I know about her past experience with God? How can I use this knowledge to initiate a
relationship about the Lord?

Becoming Women
Who Witness
(New Hope

Women, Women Everywhere

Publishing, 2005)

Most churches, no matter their size, hold women of different ages and stages. Here is a sample
list of stages and appropriate activities to get women relating to each other.
·

Mommy’s & McDonalds – playtime for kids, talk time for moms. (Young moms)

·

Donut Day – on the first day of school, have a donut party for moms and kids in your yard;
invite moms back over for coffee after dropping kids off. (Moms)

·

Home School Group – this can be organized at your church or in a home as a way to connect home school moms with one another. (Moms)

·

Titus 2 Mentoring – modeled after this wonderful chapter in the Bible, which teaches the
older women to influence the younger women, organize a tea or luncheon where you invite
older and younger women to sit together. (See Chapter 16: Reaching Younger Women for
other ideas on mentoring.)
Really Relating: Relational Evangelism
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·

Special Classes – these can range from aerobics to crafting, but they get our women engaged
in relationships. (All ages)

·

Divorce Care – provides a way for divorced women to find community and support. (All
ages)

·

Evening Bible Studies – provide a way for working women to connect. (All ages)

·

Mugs and Muffins – a Saturday morning fellowship and prayer time allows women to
connect with other women, sharing stories and struggles. (All ages)

Who has God put

·

in your life that

Ladies’ Night Out – dinner, pedicures, game night, shopping, Christmas caroling, crafting,

scrapbooking…you name it, they will come! (All ages)

you can engage
Who Do You Know? Help your women brainstorm who they can reach: neighbors, family and

and
influence with the
story of your life?

extended family, hair stylist or nail technician, moms of your kids’ friends, clerk at the grocery or
coffee shop, mom who sits next to you on the bleacher, runs next to you on the treadmill, waits in
the same waiting room at the doctor’s office. We all rub shoulders with different women, but it’s
identifying their influence that will take your women to the next step in relationship evangelism.
So you’ve identified some women in your circle. Now what? Encourage your women to take the
next step of building a genuine relationship; not forged out of forced Gospel presentations, but
forged out of friendship. Assure them that when the time is right, God will open the door to let
them share their story of how Jesus changed their life. They don’t need all the answers, just a

For help sharing

willing heart and a story to share. “The tongue has the power of life and death…” Proverbs 18:21

your story,

(NIV)

check out:
www.my 316.com
and
www.mostimporta

Evaluation
How comfortable are you sharing your own story?
1

ntthing.org

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

How comfortable would you say your women are at sharing their own stories?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

How would you rate the amount of relational evangelism taking place in your ministry?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Which of the ideas for creatively connecting women were most appealing to you? Why?

Would you consider your church a missional church?

What could your women’s ministry do to become more missional?
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PASSING IT ON:
THE GIFT OF DISCIPLESHIP
Vickey Banks,
Christian Author and Speaker

“You have heard me teach many things that have been confirmed by many reliable witnesses.
Teach these great truths to trustworthy people who are able to pass them on to others.” - 2 Timothy 2:2 (NLT)
It has the potential to impact a woman’s life more profoundly than marriage, motherhood, the
family she was born into, the friends she adores, her opportunities and circumstances, the color of
her skin, the overwhelming grief she’s experienced and the chronic pain she lives with daily.
It can determine what she does, why and how she does it.
What is it? Discipleship.
Why is it so life altering? It has the possibility to affect every single relationship and circumstance

“Disciple-making
is a relational ministry of one person
helping another
become mature in
Christ. “2

in a woman’s life, that’s why!

Discipleship: What It Is and What It Isn’t
Whenever the Bible refers to a person as a “disciple,” the word means to be a learner or follower.
It’s to be someone’s pupil or student. When Jesus extended his discipleship invitation to us all, He
was asking us to accept Him and follow His ways. “Discipleship” is the process of modeling and
teaching Christians about God and His ways – of helping another person mature in their Christian
faith and personal relationship with God.
What discipleship is not is just another program or Bible study. “We can define and dissect
discipling in a lot of ways, but it is really quite simple. It is about being relational and intentional
with those whom God entrusts to us.”1
Who has God entrusted to you?
Whether it’s your daughter, next-door neighbor, the overwhelmed young mom in the Sunday
School class you teach, the spiritually hungry women in your small group Bible study, or an
entire church full of women, if you offer her the gift of discipleship, you have the unparalleled
opportunity to positively impact every single aspect of her life.
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Who, Me?
Now, before you start getting nervous, fearing you don’t have what it takes to disciple or help
someone grow in her faith, let me assure you that God uniquely wires us girls for this. Did you
see that word “relational” in the preceding paragraph’s definition? If there’s one thing we girls
are, it is relational. I think that’s why I love the definition of discipleship from Navigators’ staff
member Evan Griffin:
friendship with a vision.
Don’t you love that definition? Discipleship is like friendship, only better. Friendship with a

“We cared so

vision takes our God-given relational skills - thinking, feeling, observing, listening, talking and

much for you that

connecting – and beautifully pairs them with vision – seeing not just where a woman presently

we were pleased to
share with you not
only the

is in her relationship with God, but where she can be if we’ll do what we can to help her on her
journey. Trust me, if I can help someone on her journey, you certainly can.

gospel of God but

God Uses the Available…Regardless

also our own lives,

I didn’t grow up hearing about God and the stories in the Bible. As a matter of fact, no one in

because you had

my entire extended family even attended church. Whenever I went to church with friends, I
hated it when the Sunday School teacher told us to turn to a certain book of the Bible. I was sure

become dear to

all eyes in the room had to notice I was the only one who didn’t seem to know where to turn. I

us.”

felt hugely inferior to the girls who’d been raised in church and knew the answers to the
teacher’s questions.
For years, I tried reading God’s word on my own, but it usually didn’t seem to relate to me. It
wasn’t until I got involved with Christian organizations on a secular college campus that I was
introduced to discipleship. Being taught how to read my Bible and apply it to my life was like
receiving manna from heaven. While I could (and would) continue to benefit greatly from the
wise teaching and interpretation of trusted Bible teachers, I was no longer solely dependent on
being spoon-fed by them. I was elated to learn God wanted to speak directly to me.
Ministry staff members and college students barely older than myself were my disciplers.
Incredulously, within a year of being taught how to feed myself from God’s Word, I began
teaching others. I still couldn’t even name all the books of the Bible, but what I was learning was
too important to keep to myself. While riddled with personal insecurities, 2 Corinthians 3:5
assured me that God was big enough to fill in my gaps.

“I am able to do all
things through
Him who strength-

“It is not that we think we can do anything of lasting value by ourselves.
Our only power and success come from God.” (NLT).

ens me.”
– Philippians 4:13
(CST)
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In her enormously practical book, A Woman’s Guide to Discipling: Inspiration, Advice, and
Practical Tools for Helping Others Grow, author Dana Yeakley uses Jesus’ famous feeding of the
five thousand to illustrate how God works.
What the disciples brought Him was not much and certainly not enough. But when
what they

had was placed under the power of Christ, it became more than enough. All

five thousand were

satisfied. And there were leftovers! Can you see why I love this pas-

sage! I often feel that what I

have to bring to others is not much and certainly not enough.

Yet when I give God what little I

have, He blesses and multiplies.”3

How exactly can you help another women experience deeper intimacy with God?

Discipleship 101/ Developing Disciples
Since you can’t become intimate with someone you haven’t met, I always begin a discipling
relationship with a woman by making sure she has actually received Christ as her Savior. I’ll
ask questions like:
So, tell me about your spiritual background. Did you attend church while growing up?
Was there a time you realize you needed Jesus and His forgiveness? Tell me about that
– when and how did that happen?
If you have an opportunity to influence an entire women’s ministry in a church, it might be
impossible to ask each of them individually if they’ve accepted Christ. However, you can be
intentional with your events, Bible studies, retreats and elective courses, making sure the
message of salvation is presented clearly and repeatedly.
For any woman to experience an ongoing deeper intimacy with God, she needs to know how to
daily communicate with Him. You can help her by teaching her the spiritual disciplines of
engaging in prayer and His Word (reading, studying, memorizing and applying). I like to teach
a basic mix of tools and skills that make it easy to remember and use. On the following page is a
general outline of spiritual disciplines I teach, as well as some helpful tools and resources.
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1. Daily Devotional Life
Begin by laying a foundation for the importance of God’s Word and prayer. Training includes
how to have a daily Quiet Time, introducing options of what to read and helping her find what
works for her (Bible reading plans, devotional books, reading chapter of Scripture a day, etc),
sharing good questions to help her A.P.P.L.Y. God’s Word and encouraging journaling her
impressions from God.
A – Is there an admission to make?
P – Is there a promise to claim?
P – Is there a praise to thank God for?
L – Is there a lesson to learn?
Y – Is there a yielding I should do?

2. Prayer
Training what the Bible says about prayer, how to pray unceasingly and what has helped you. I
would share how to journal and how to use a prayer calendar.

3. Bible Study

Great Discipleship
Studies to Use With A

Spending time training includes introducing Bible study tools (i.e. Study Bible, Topical Bible,
online Bible study sites, etc.) and methods (resources and methods further discussed in Chapter

Disciple:

10 and with explanations at the back of this book on resource pages 119-127). I use a few study
basic methods such as Jen Hatmaker’s Grasping the Main Idea and Inspecting the Details6, and

Growing Strong In
God’s Family: The 2:7

Rick Warren’s Devotional, Character Quality and Thematic Methods of Bible Study.7 I invest

Series, The Navigators

several weeks working on Bible study methods, one method at a time.

(NavPress, 2011)
Helpful Resources:
One-on-One With

·

The Heart-Hand Illustration (See page 127)

God, Jerry and

·

A Modern Girl’s Guide to Bible Study, by Jen Hatmaker8

Marilyn Fine

·

Personal Bible Study Methods, by Rick Warren9

(Winepress, 2003)

·

www.biblestudyresources.com, www.biblegateway.com, www.mystudybible.com

The Godly Woman,

4. Scripture Memory and Review

Irma Warr (Creative

Teach what Scripture says and how to memorize effectively. Help her develop a plan and hold

Resources, 1976) or

her accountable.

listen to Irma’s
chapters online at

5. Personal Testimony

www.discipleship

Encourage her to be prepared to share her faith by helping her prepare her personal testimony

library.com/

(i.e. the story of her life before, during and after her salvation experience).

godly_woman.php
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Once these initial spiritual disciplines are established, according to the needs of the disciple and
time available, you can focus on a multitude of life-impacting topics, such as:

“How will you
spend your life? If

·

God’s love and forgiveness (and other character qualities of God)

·

Identity in Christ (a must for us women who struggle with a poor self-image)

·

Character traits and topics vital to spiritual growth (faithfulness, holiness, issues and sin

intentionally in-

they personally struggle with, etc.)

vest your life in

There’s nothing more fun than helping another person grow in their faith. Impress upon

you don’t

the Lord’s service,

students that spiritual disciplines are not a legalistic list of things we must do to win God’s love

you will invest it

or forgiveness. They are simply “practices that can put you in God’s presence and Word so that

somewhere else…

He can transform

you.”10

Many pursuits are
worthwhile, but
none has the eternal value of
discipleship.”11
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Evaluation
How would you rate the discipleship training offered in your church? (Rate from 1 to 10 with 10
being completely satisfactory and 1 being completely unsatisfactory.)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

How is your women’s ministry currently developing disciples? (Consider large groups, small
groups and one-on-one opportunities.)

What type of training and encouragement have you received in the following areas: (Please list
types of instruction received – books read, retreats or courses offered, one-on-one discipleship
instruction, etc.)
Prayer –

Developing a Daily Devotional Life –

Methods of Personal Bible Study –

Fasting –

Serving Others –

Have you ever personally discipled someone?
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BIBLE STUDY TO GET
EXCITED ABOUT
Vickey Banks,
Christian Author and Speaker

“Your words were found and I ate them, And Your words became for me
a joy and the delight of my heart…”
- Jeremiah 15:16 (NASB)
From the first time I sat cross-legged on my dorm room floor with a group of girlfriends, all sharing what we were learning from our Bible study homework, I was hooked!

“Open my eyes that I
may see wonderful
things in your law.”
- Psalm 119:18 (NIV)

Studying God’s Word with other women makes it come alive in fresh ways. Not only do we learn
from own study, but also hearing the perspectives and insights of others takes our learning to an
entirely new level. It deepens our connection to God and other women, while giving us God-sized
doses of wisdom and encouragement to be and do what isn’t possible on our own. (Not to mention, being held accountable to study helps insure we actually do study.)
To feast on God’s Word, let’s begin with some pros and cons of the most popular ways to study
today.

“Oh, how I love your

Video-driven Bible Study

law! I think about it all
day long. Your
commands make me

Video-driven studies have come on like gangbusters in recent years. They’re extremely easy to

wiser than my ene-

facilitate, require minimal weekly preparation for the leader and offer Biblically solid teachers

mies, for your com-

with dynamic communication skills. A wide variety of teachers and studies are available with and

mands are my con-

without daily homework assignments. If cost is a deterrent, you may be able to rent or borrow

stant guide.

these DVDs from another church or the BGCO.
Yes, I have more inA downside of video studies is they don’t give your ladies a teacher to make personal connections

sight than my teach-

with. Women can’t follow up with questions, ask her out for coffee or develop a relationship with

ers, for I am always

her. Video studies also rob women in your church of opportunities to develop and share their

thinking of your de-

gifts of teaching and exhortation. However, if you don’t have an obvious choice as a strong Bible

crees.

teacher in your women’s group, a video study can be a good choice.
I am even wiser than
my elders, for I have
kept your command-
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Live Teacher-led Study
When paired with small discussion groups, this is a win-win combination. The insights
members get from their homework and discussion with their group members is further added
to by a live teacher’s deeper study. The teacher’s personal connection to the group and their
community allows her to uniquely connect with members and they with her.
Respected Bible study teacher Elizabeth George captures the vital impact a teacher can have,
“(As the teacher/leader) You’re the one who will establish the atmosphere of the group.
If you laugh and have fun, the group members will laugh and have fun. If you hug, they will
hug. If
you care, they will care. If you share, they will share. If you love, they will love.”1
You can give a teacher-in-the-making experience before a group by letting her facilitate, make
announcements, offer short practical applications or share a brief personal testimony on a
particular week’s topic. (Note: Always be sure you know what a woman will be sharing if you
ask her to share before a group. There have been too many surprises when it was assumed what
someone shared would be in keeping with God’s principles.)

Small Discussion Groups
The benefits of studying with a small group cannot be overstated. Even with an incredibly
gifted live or video master teacher, women need the authentic relationships a small group
uniquely lends itself to. Without a master teacher, discussion groups still provide a format for
women to connect, share, learn and be held accountable. The ideal size is around eight women.

Personal Methods of Study
Video, live teacher, small discussion groups. They are all exciting ways to study the Bible.
But, we’re shortchanging ourselves and other women if we don’t also know how to search
Scripture without someone telling us what to study and how.
What happens if one of your members’ world turns upside down in-between Bible study
semesters? Would they know how to search God’s Word for passages to hold onto? If a
neighbor began asking them about salvation, could they point to what the Bible says? If their
children, heartbroken over the death of a beloved grandparent, asks them questions about
heaven, could they run to God’s Word for truth on the subject or would they only be able to
feed them worldly, wishy-washy sentiments? If they read a confusing passage in their daily
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Bible reading, have they been taught the skills to fully study it on their own? If they came across

“Most of us bring

a teaching they felt might not line up with Scripture, could “they examine the Scriptures daily to

insecurity to the ta-

see if these things were so”? (Acts 17:11)

ble when we meet
with God. We’re not

Life won’t wait for a packaged Bible study.

sure what to do with

Regardless of what type of studies you offer the women in your circle, you give them an invalu-

the Bible when it’s

able gift when you make time to also teach them how to study the Bible on their own. You could

all by itself without

do this in an added extra session or two following any of your regular Bible study offerings. Of
course, you could invest an entire Bible study semester in just teaching different methods of
personal Bible study.

a
workbook or a devotional or a teacher.”
– Jen Hatmaker2

Would you know how to teach them to study without someone else’s fill-in-the-blanks and
leading
questions?
The psalmist knew God’s Word “gives understanding to the simple” (Psalm 119:130, NIV). So
surely we qualify as potential learners.
Doing personal Bible Study has never been easier for the average person than it is now, due to
the internet. There are a great number of websites with Bible study helps. Three popular sites
are www.biblestudytools.com, www.biblegateway.com, and www.mystudybible.com. If you’re
really into history, you’ll probably drool all over www.bible-history.com. Free of charge, these

For whatever was
written in earlier

sites will save you time, money, and back problems from lugging around all the heavy reference

times was written

books they conveniently have in one place. By searching a verse or topic, you are automatically

for our instruction,

linked to word definitions, commentaries and more.

so that through

However you gather to discuss Bible study, here are other important things to consider.

perseverance and
the encouragement
of the Scriptures we

Variety is the Spice of Life

might have hope.
- Romans 15:4
(NASB)

Know this, regardless of what you offer in terms of Bible study, when, where and how you offer
it, regardless of how much time and effort and prayer and planning you invest…you will not
please everyone.

A helpful listing of

It’s a bummer, I know. But it is true. So, let yourself off the hook – it’s impossible to please all

Bible Study Refer-

women, all the time!

ence Tools are on

To reach as many women and needs as possible, my church offers several studies. Daytime and

Resource pages 119-

evening options with children are offered on-site in the Fall and Spring, while smaller groups
not needing childcare meet in homes. In the summer, a friend and I lead an evening study in my
home for the women in our Sunday school class and their guests. We’ve offered all types,
formats, and amount of homework required. We’ve even had groups meet at coffee houses to
discuss Christian books.
Bible Study to Get Excited About
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If one of your la-

Childcare – Gotta Have It!

dies is gifted at
planning and/or
writing

Quality childcare is mandatory for women’s ministry. In truth, childcare will be a vital factor for

children’s

every women’s event, activity, class and on-going Bible study group. The childcare needs of
your women and how you address them will actually determine whether or not mommas

curriculum, you

attend your Bible studies.

might ask her if
she’d like to put

Work closely with your children’s minister well in advance and throughout your study. Your

something to-

church may have ratio regulations as to the number of screened workers there must be for the

gether for the little

amount of children attending. When your workers and your children’s facilities are available

ones. Moms love it

may greatly determine when your Bible study can meet.

when their children get the benefit of Bible study!

You will gain extra brownie points with your Children’s Ministry workers if you try to work
with their existing schedule. For example, try to offer your Bible study at times when your
church is already providing quality children’s programming and childcare.
Unfortunately, childcare can be hard to get, and even harder to keep. If there aren’t enough
childcare workers, you may need to consider having your women rotate and work in the
nursery during one week of Bible study. This isn’t ideal for several reasons, but is an option if
necessary.

Working with Church Staff
If you don’t hold an official church staff position, be sure to discuss your Bible study plans well
ahead of time with your church staff. Their support is vital. They will have information crucial
to the success of your study, including events on the church calendar, available locations,
equipment and who to talk to about setup. Your staff can help with publicity and alert you to
deadlines.
If you are a church staff member, it’s a good idea to include women of the church in your
planning. Women like to be in on the middle of things and they are more apt to get excited
about a Bible study they plan.
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God Bless Your Efforts
May God richly bless you for wanting to help God’s Word come alive to others. Please see
Resource pages 119-127 for more extensive Bible study helps. Topics include:
·

Details for Setting Up A Bible Study

·

Roles & Really Good Explanations for Bible Studies

·

Bible Study Tools

·

with your church

Small Group Leader Helps

calendar will help

“Coordination

prevent conflicts
and assist in promotion of your
groups.”
– Rhonda H. Kelley

Resources Used:
1 George,

Elizabeth. “Leading a Bible Study,” http://www.christianity.com/Christian%20Foundations/The%

20Bible/11540603/, as of July 2, 2011.
2Jen

Hatmaker, Jen. A Modern Girl’s Guide to Bible Study: A Refreshingly Unique Look at God’s Word (Nashville, TN:

NavPress, 2006), 22.
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Evaluation
Have you ever been in a group Bible study before?

Yes

No

If yes, what did you enjoy most about your experience(s)?

What would have made the experience(s) more enjoyable for you? Why?

What types of group Bible studies have you participated in? (Please circle.)
Video-led

Small group discussion only

Live teaching
What types have you enjoyed most and why?

Where would you be most interested in serving in a Bible study?
Teaching

Small Group Facilitator

Organizing

Refreshment Coordinator

Coordinating Childcare

Publicity

Technical Support

Registration

How comfortable would you be studying the Bible on your own – without a published workbook or teacher to guide you? (Rate from 1 to 10 with 10 being completely comfortable and 1
being not possible.)
1
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2

3
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4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

CONNECTING COMPASSION
WITH MINISTRY

Heather McAnear,
Women’s Ministry Leader
Council Road Baptist Church
Bethany , OK

I met Kathy several years ago and was immediately drawn to her passion to help teen girls. It’s
obvious that Kathy doesn’t just love Jesus and read the Bible, but she lives out what she believes
on a daily basis. She is all too aware of the hurt around her and committed to making her life
count. What makes Kathy different from other women I’ve met? She has made the connection
between compassion and Christ-centered living.
“When he saw the crowds, he had compassion on them, because they were harassed and helpless,
like sheep without a shepherd.” Matthew 9:36 (NIV)
It appears the way to Jesus’ heart was through His eyes. He looked out, saw the crowd and felt
compassion. He couldn’t look past the need and go on His way. He was compelled to respond
and we are called to live likewise. Women like Kathy have discovered seeing others through compassion-filled eyes. But how can we generate more of this awareness in our women’s ministries?

Adopt His Mission
"The Spirit of the Lord is on me, because he has anointed me to preach good news to the poor. He
has sent me to proclaim freedom for the prisoners and recovery of sight for the blind, to release
the oppressed, to proclaim the year of the Lord's favor." Luke 4:18-19 (NIV)
Jesus made His mission clear and simple: share the good news to the poor (spiritually or
physically poor), proclaim freedom for prisoners (from the burden of sin, spiritual or physical
bondage), restore sight to the blind (spiritually or physically blind), set the oppressed free and

Jesus’ mission is
our mission:
Share, Proclaim,
Restore!
To help women
walk in the freedom of Christ, it
starts with genuine
compassion.

proclaim the Lord’s great favor!

Activity or Assignment
Often we get so caught up in planning the next women’s ministry activity, we forget our divine
assignment to follow Jesus’ mission. An important question to ask is: Does the event we’re planning foster an environment for women to grow closer to God, closer to each other and help fulfill

Connecting Compassion with Ministry
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Women want to
have fun, but they
also want to know
that what they’re
doing matters.
Let’s plan activities that do both!

Jesus’ mission? Using purposeful planning is what will set your activities apart from everything
else that your women are involved in. So how do we know we’re planning with a purpose?
Take a moment and evaluate your annual ministry events. For each event, go through the
following list of questions:
·

Does this particular event foster spiritual growth? How?

·

Does this event provide an atmosphere for our women to grow in genuine relationship with
one another?

·

Does this event help to fulfill Jesus’ mission through: sharing the good news, meeting the
needs of the poor, reaching out to the hurting or in some other way bringing hope to our
community? If the answer to any was “no”, ask: “What can we do to make this event missional? Do we need to throw this event out?”

It isn’t that we adopt an “all work, no fun” kind of mindset – I’ve seen women having a blast
cleaning up the kitchen on a mission trip to Mexico. Rather, it’s providing an opportunity for
fun to take place in the middle of authentic ministry.

Building a Bridge
We have the privilege to build a bridge between the activities we plan and the Savior we serve.
This is so much easier than it may sound. We live in a generation highly motivated by helping.

See Reaching
Younger Women
for ideas on how
to plug young
women into your
compassion
ministry. These
women will be
invaluable to you
as you launch new
activities.

Never before have I seen more philanthropies and creative humanitarian efforts everywhere I
look. It’s not a matter of finding the need, but a matter of finding a way to help. The opportunities and resources have never been greater, nor the awareness among our women. This is the
perfect set-up. We can use the cultural climate to bring women to Christ.

Need some ideas?
The compassion activities you plan will be as individual as the women you serve. Look around
your community, see the need and pray about how your ministry can plug in. To get your
wheels churning, here are a few activities I’ve seen work well.
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·

Coat or clothes closet

·

Food pantry

·

Soup kitchen

·

Meals on wheels: cancer patients, homebound, new moms, homeless, needy

·

After school tutoring

·

English classes

·

Mentoring for young men and women (see chapter 16 for more ideas)

Connecting Compassion with Ministry

·

Hispanic church and small groups

·

Community garage sale with proceeds benefiting a specific ministry

·

Picnic to honor veterans

·

Seasonal ideas: meals at Thanksgiving, ornaments at Christmas, backpacks when school

What do purses,
running shoes,

starts

Christmas
shopping and the
homeless have in

Get Creative!

common?

Surprise your women with a creative compassion event and you’ll be surprised by the response.

They are all ave-

I’ve found when there is a reason for the activity, women tend to jump in with both feet and

nues to connect-

spread the word to their friends. Let me share a couple of personal examples to further your

ing women in min-

thoughts.
·

Race for Healing: Back to the story about Kathy. Our women’s ministry wanted to partner
with her in the effort to build a home for teen girls. We have quite a few runners in our

istry and reaching
beyond the walls
of your church.

church and our recreational facility is open to the community, so hosting a run seemed like
a natural fit. Women who hadn’t been drawn to other women’s events came out of the
woodwork to help with the run. It was a win-win situation: we promoted a Christ-centered
ministry, raised money for a cause, reached our community and promoted healthy living.
·

Purses With a Purpose: We had a missionary couple who connected to our church while
they were on stateside assignment. I wanted our women to get to know their story and
ministry. Once again, a missional event was birthed. We asked for donations for new or
gently used purses and had an auction. Dessert was brought by selected women and our

For more
information about

missionary friend shared her story. It was not only a ton of fun, but we raised money for a

how women are

specific project in the country where they serve. We encouraged women to pray for these

making a difference

missionary friends whenever they grabbed their purse for the day.
·

through World-

The Gift Goes On: We wanted to encourage our women to be more than consumers during
the Christmas season. We planned a “Christmas bazaar” and contacted women with small
businesses to see if they would be willing to donate a portion of their proceeds to the Christ-

Crafts visit:
www.worldcrafts.o

based ministry of their choice. We also purchased items from WorldCrafts to sell.
·

Homeless Ministry: What happens when a senior adult woman gets a heart for the homeless? A homeless ministry is born! Twice a month on Sunday mornings a group goes to a

Women gathered in
our Chapel for

park where homeless people gather to distribute items such as socks, shampoo, soap and
snacks. During the winter they add gloves, hats and coats. In summer they take t-shirts and

things they love

jeans. This core group has been able to establish relationships with the people they see week

most:

after week.
·

food, fellowship

Celebrate Recovery: Some of the most powerful stories of restoration come from those who
have gone through our church’s weekly Celebrate Recovery ministry. Each of us have our
own hurts, habits and hang-ups and Celebrate Recovery provides a way to connect with

and shopping…
all with a missional

others seeking to leave a life of addiction or walk through the process with a loved one. This
incredible group is a weekly example of Christ’s redemptive power in the life of sinners, as
they meet together for dessert, Bible study, accountability and share their testimonies.
If your church is interested in beginning a recovery ministry check out:
www.celebraterecovery.com
Connecting Compassion with Ministry
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Evaluation
Are your events more activity-driven or assignment-driven? (Remember Jesus’ mission)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

7

8

9

10

How involved in compassion ministry is your church?
1

2

3

4

5

6

What are some obvious needs in your community?

In what ways do you think your women’s ministry can help with these needs?

Which of the ideas for compassion events interests you most?
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TEN GREAT THINGS ABOUT
WOMAN’S MISSIONARY
UNION

Paula Adams,
Oklahoma State Woman’s
Missionary Union (WMU) President

Does your heart ache for those trapped in the cruel underworld of human exploitation? Have you
found yourself wishing you could help people in faraway places provide a living wage for their
families? Are you itching to share the love of Jesus on a mission trip in the U.S. or abroad? If you
are looking for ways to personally change the world, Woman’s Missionary Union (WMU) offers
opportunities for your involvement in all these areas—and so much more!
WMU—it’s a century-old organization with an ever-expanding 21st century mission! Even though
this is my second year as WMU president for Oklahoma, I’m still learning new things about
WMU and its resources and ministries. And the more I learn, the more I realize how relevant
WMU is for men, women, and children of all ages.
Just to give you a taste of this exciting ministry organization, let me share with you ten great
things about WMU. For more detailed information about each area, please visit www.wmu.com

1.Human Exploitation
It is a breathtaking tragedy that thirty million people in the world are enslaved and are being sold
for profit, making human trafficking the second-largest criminal activity in the world.
Oklahomans are vulnerable to human trafficking because of our high rate of female incarceration
and divorce and our proximity to three major interstate highways that funnel traffic across the
country. Human trafficking is being discovered in truck stops, nail salons, and massage parlors.
Through Project HELP, WMU is focusing on human exploitation here and abroad to heighten
awareness and take action, emphasizing the prevention and identification of human exploitation,
which includes six critical areas: 1) bullying, cyberbullying, and queen bee bullying; 2) human
trafficking of labor; 3) human trafficking of sex; 4) media exploitation of children/families;
5) pornography and sexting; and 6) exploitation of natural resources for personal gain. For more
information, go to www.wmu.com/ProjectHELP. For Oklahoma-specific information, go to
www.oathcoalition.com.

Ten Great Things About Woman’s Missionary Union

Oklahomans are
vulnerable to human trafficking
because of our
high rate of
female incarceration and divorce
and our proximity
to three major interstate highways
that
funnel traffic
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2. WorldCrafts
Do you want to party with a purpose? Thousands of women each year support the fair-trade
ministry of WorldCrafts by hosting/attending a WorldCrafts party or by shopping online.
WMU’s WorldCrafts imports and markets in the U.S. handcrafted items from artisans around
the world to help provide income for those who are vulnerable to human trafficking and poverty. For more information about WorldCrafts artisans and products, go to
www.worldcrafts.org. To discover party themes and ideas, click on the “Party” tab.

3. Pure Water, Pure Love (PWPL)
One of our missionaries wrote, “The water in my country is pumped directly from the
river...clean water to drink is such a blessing!” WMU’s ministry ,“Pure Water, Pure
Love” (PWPL) provides missionaries in developing areas with water filters for their homes and
travel. PWPL also supplies water filters for short- and long-term volunteer mission teams
serving in areas where potable water is unavailable.

4. Baptist Nursing Fellowship (BNF)
In Oklahoma, a network of trained nurses offers free Baby Boot Camps (BBCs) around our state.
BBCs, which are a part of Oklahoma’s Baptist Nursing Fellowship (BNF), teach baby basics and
wellness while laypersons lead Bible study, share the Gospel, and provide layettes for each new
mom. WMU’s BNF is a Christian organization for healthcare professionals and provides opportunities for healthcare ministry and disaster relief projects here and abroad and offers continuing education units and funds to help with mission trips.

5. Christian Women’s Job Corp (CWJC) and
Christian Men’s Job Corp (CMJC)
Oklahoma’s WMU trains mentors and registers and certifies two sites that help equip women
and men for life and employment through mentoring, skills classes and more. WMU’s CWJC
site in Muskogee and CMJC site in Oklahoma City help women and men gain confidence,
purpose, direction and hope for the future. Oklahoma’s CMJC site is used in conjunction with
the chaplaincy ministry at the BGCO.
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6. Pre-Packaged Missions Experiences
Sharing Christ with the lost, prayer walking, backyard Bible clubs, light construction and medical ministries are just some of the missions experiences that await you through WMU. Prepackaged, short-term mission experiences are available for families, students, church groups
and adults. FamilyFEST is designed for families with children (ages six and up).. MissionsFEST
and International Initiatives both provide mission experiences for adults.

7. Connecting Events: Truth.Action.Change!
Do you want to produce events with a purpose—events that connect your women to teams,
church members, cultures, communities, believers, missions, entertainment, life paths, love,
prayer, new starts and boldness? WMU’s Connecting Events series is designed to unite women
to each other, their churches, their communities and God. Twelve event plans include before,
during and after event suggestions for a variety of exciting fellowships, worship opportunities,
and ministry projects. These may be downloaded at www.wmustore.com. For example, the
Connecting Believers event Secret Church: Step into the Shadows helps believers identify with
oppressed believers who worship under the threat of persecution. The Connecting Love event
Cordially Invited: A Celebration of God’s Love underscores God’s love for us using a wedding/
reception theme. The Connecting Missions event Judea, Samaria, and the Uttermost: Doing Missions takes you from A to Z in planning missions and ministry projects for the year to help
women develop a missional lifestyle.

8. New Hope Publishers
If you want to be equipped, encouraged, and changed and to grow spiritually and serve God,
then New Hope Publishers, WMU’s Christian publishing company, has something for you.
New Hope’s mission is “to provide books that challenge readers to understand and be radically
involved in the mission of God.” Faith-building Bible studies include Face-to-Face with Elizabeth and Mary by Janet Thompson, Secrets Jesus Shared by Jennifer Kennedy Dean, and Chosen
and Cherished by Kimberly Sowell and Edna Ellison. Other book titles include The Family God
Uses by Tom and Kim Blackaby, Called and Accountable by Henry and Norman Blackaby, and
Friendships of Purpose by Edna Ellison. Great books abound for men, women, moms, dads,
ministers, and more. New Hope has also just launched a new resource,
www.newhopedigital.com where you’ll discover an ever-changing resource with articles, podcasts and videos.

Ten Great Things About Woman’s Missionary Union
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9. SHADES of REaD
What’s more stimulating than reading a new book? Sharing what you’ve read with another
person. SHADES of REaD book club provides an outlet for women and offers a way to connect
with women unreached by traditional missions groups. Because the books are preselected,
participants can preview the whole year and choose the titles that interest them.

10. Christmas in August
Did you know WMU celebrates Christmas in the summer? Since 1950, Christmas gifts have
been sent each August to several North American missionaries. The North American Mission
Board (NAMB) selects the missionary recipients for the year, and those missionaries develop
wish lists that include school supplies, gift cards, personal care items, socks, canned goods,
baseballs, basketballs, sheets and diapers. Information and wish lists are then published in
August issues of WMU leader magazines. Christmas in August helps missionaries replenish
ministry supplies, purchase items for ministry centers, and minister to people in their
communities who need to hear about Christ.

It’s called Woman’s Missionary Union, but it’s not just for women. WMU is for everyone—men
and women, boys and girls. WMU has always been responsible for missions education materials
for women and girls, but this year NAMB passed the torch for young men’s and boys’ missions
education to WMU as well, giving it responsibility for Royal Ambassadors (RAs). WMU plans
to launch new RA curriculum in the fall of 2012, which will feature the same missionaries as
Girls in Action (GA) materials, but will be packaged for boys by men on the WMU staff. Resources will include RA Leader (teaching resource), RA World (member resource), and RA
Leader Kit (supplemental resource).

Resources Used
GA Leader July/August 2011
Welcome to WMU (Birmingham, AL: Woman’s Missionary Union, SBC, 2010).
WMU Catalog 2011-2012 (Birmingham, AL: Woman’s Missionary Union, SBC, 2010).
Heartsill, M. Steve, design editor. WMU Year Book: Vision and Planning Tool for 2011-2012 (Birmingham, AL: Woman’s
Missionary Union, SBC, 2010).
www.newhopedigital.com
www.wmu.com/adults/resources
http://www.wmu.com/index.php?q=blog/missions-leader/project-help/project-help-human-exploitation
http://www.wmu.com/index.php?q=ministries/bnf/baptist-nursing-fellowship
http://www.wmu.com/index.php?q=ministries/cmjc/cwjccmjc-job-readiness
http://www.wmu.com/index.php?q=ministries/pure-water-pure-love/pure-water-pure-love
http://www.wmu.com/index.php?q=ministries/world-map/ministry-around-world
http://www.wmu.com/index.php?q=missions-leader/missions-involvement/christmas-august
www.wmustore.com
www.worldcrafts.org
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Evaluation
What comes to mind when you hear the name WMU? I hope you’ve learned that WMU is much
more than women praying for and learning about missions. It’s an energetic organization that
helps God’s people actively engage in missions and share His love with our world.
How will you become involved in that mission?

1. What are three new things you learned about WMU?
a.
b.
c.
2. What ministry or ministries would you like more information about?
a.
b.
c.
3. What ministry or ministries would best fit your gifts and passions?
a.
b.
c.

Ten Great Things About Woman’s Missionary Union
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CALLED TO GO—
TAKING WOMEN ON A
MISSION TRIP

Kelly King,
Women’s Missions and
Ministries Specialist BGCO

I stepped off the plane and walked into the city of Dhaka, Bangladesh. I was the only woman on
a mission team of six people who was visiting this South Asian city located in one of the most
densely populated countries on the planet. Riding away from the airport, I was overwhelmed
by a sea of humanity—and overwhelmed by the fact that almost 100 percent of them had never
heard about the saving grace of Jesus Christ.
The enormity of the task was overshadowed by my desire to know if women could make a
difference in a predominately Muslim country. Was it possible for women to make this kind of
trip? Was it safe? What projects could they do? Was it worth the cost?
Over the next several days, I discovered the answer. Women are needed and women are
important to the task of spreading the Gospel. I was given opportunities to share my faith with
the headmaster of a girl’s school. I visited women in a village and a house church. And when

“But you will

our vehicle stopped at local tea stalls surrounded by men, the women appeared seemingly out
of nowhere to figure out why a blonde-haired, fair-skinned American would travel half way

receive power

around the world to meet them.

when the Holy

Most people will say your first mission trip changes your life. I would agree. But I would also
add every mission trip changes your life—your prayer life, your giving life, your sending life

Spirit comes on
you; and you will
be my

and your going life. You will leave a piece of your heart in every country and your spiritual

witnesses in

journey will be eternally enriched. How many times do you have the opportunity to change

Jerusalem, and in

people’s eternal destiny?
So, where do you start? Are you willing to take women on a short-term mission trip? While this
chapter can’t capture everything you will need to do to take women on a trip, here are some

all Judea and
Samaria, and to
the ends of the

practical helps to get you started on your journey.

Before Your Go
Begin with Prayer and Investigation. Every mission trip must begin with seeking the Lord and
His direction. While this seems so fundamental, it is also the most crucial step as you begin a
short-term trip. Ask the Lord if He has placed a burden on your heart and the heart of your
women to send a group on a mission trip. Ask Him to give you a special burden towards
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a specific people group or location. Look for obvious open doors such as existing partnerships
within your congregation or relationships with missionaries who have a connection to your
church. (If your church does not have a particular connection with a certain area or missionary,

“Then he said to
his disciples, ‘The
harvest is plentiful
but the workers
are few. Ask the
Lord of the harvest,
therefore, to send
out workers into
his
harvest field.”
–Matthew 9:37-38,
(NIV)

consider opportunities through the BGCO Partnership Missions Office. They have particular
project needs connected to specific International Mission Board personnel. You can also explore
opportunities through WMU’s MissionsFEST and International Initiatives.)

The Basic Facts
As a journalism student, one of the first things I learned was the five Ws and H—who, what,
when, where, why and how. It’s pretty much the same thing when it comes to your next steps in
planning a short-term trip.
Ask yourself:
·

Who—Who will go on this trip? Who will be the missionary you connect with? Will you
hand select your group or will you open it to anyone who is interested?

·

What—What will you be doing? What plans do you have for the team? What is your
purpose—evangelism, community health, conversational English, etc.?

·

When—What dates are you looking towards? Have you considered the seasons of the
country you are visiting or national holidays? When will travel be cheaper and most
productive?

“We must be
global Christians
with a global vision because our
God is a global
God.”
- John Stott

·

Where—Where will you go? Will you focus on one location or several locations? Where will
you stay? Will you stay in accommodations with amenities or will you be “roughing” it?

·

Why—While this may seem obvious, remind your team members that a short-term mission
trip is not a vacation. Your focus will not be on the pictures you take or the souvenirs you
bring home. Your focus should be on loving others to Christ through practical experiences
and spiritual conversations.

·

How—How will you travel? How will the trip be funded? Calculate the costs and budget
every item that will be included in the trip.

Essential Information and Preparation
As with any trip overseas, there are several essentials you should prepare in advance. These
include:
1. Passports and Visas: If you are traveling outside of the United States, each team member will
need a passport. Participants should allow several weeks to process a passport. Make sure
passports do not expire within six months after the trip as well. Make a copy of your passport
and put it in your backpack. Keep your passport with/on you at all times. Visas are required in
several countries, so allow time for this application process if necessary.
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2. Immunizations: Certain countries require specific immunizations. Check with the missionary
you are working with or check online to see what might be required. Some immunizations
require two or three inoculations, so team members should prepare for this in plenty of time.
3. Securing your airline tickets: Depending on the size of your group, the easiest way to secure
group tickets is possibly through a travel agent. Check several options and watch for special
promotions and discounts. Look specifically for connections and layovers and then determine
what is best for your group.
4. Packing Tips: I encouraged the women on my last trip to bring two bags—one carry-on and a
backpack. Not only did this eliminate the need to check luggage and the potential for lost luggage, but all of them thanked me when we had to haul our bags up and down stairs throughout
the subways of East Asia. Consider whether you really need to take a computer. There may be
internet cafés available and you will eliminate the possibility of theft. Don’t forget electrical
converters and the various adapters you will need overseas. These can be purchased at most
large retailers. Encourage your women to pack a small roll of toilet paper and hand sanitizer as
they are not always readily available in certain areas. (as my last group said, “western or
squatty” were two important words when visiting a restroom.)
5. Communicate, Communicate, Communicate: I don’t like surprises, so I communicate with
our missionaries many times before a trip. They will help you with accommodations and
anticipated costs. If possible, try to have an itinerary of your daily plans so people can pray for
your team specifically. Communicate with the team too. Plan to meet prior to the trip for prayer,
preparation and answering specific questions.
6. Enlist a prayer team: While you are away, there is nothing more important than having a
team of dedicated prayer warriors who will lift you up daily. Give them specific requests as
they engage with you on this journey. While their feet may not touch the ground of your
destination, their intercession will put power to your feet.
7. Medical and Travel Insurance: As a group leader, make sure your group has travel insurance

“It will not do to
say that you have
no special call to
go to China. With
these facts before
you and with the
command of the
Lord Jesus to go
and preach the
Gospel to every
creature, you need
rather to ascertain
whether you have
a special call to
stay at home."
- J. Hudson Taylor

and have copies of medical information in case there is an emergency.
8. Currency: You will need to exchange money for the country’s currency when you arrive. As a
group leader, it is usually easier if you take care of the financial obligations for the group instead of expecting each person to exchange a lot of money. Check on the use of credit cards and
what kinds are accepted in the country you are visiting. Remind team members to contact their
local financial institution if they plan to use their credit card on the trip. Cards can be denied if
the institution has not been contacted prior to the trip.
9. Phones: Most of your team members will most likely have a cell phone, but ask each of them
to check on the availability of international service and the anticipated costs involved. Keep a
list of phone numbers you will need—especially the number of the missionary you are meeting.
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10. Learn about the culture: Study some of the cultural differences you might encounter before
you leave. Are there things that might be offensive? Are their certain topics you should avoid?
Are there phrases you should learn? Are there certain clothing items you should avoid? Read
books and travel information to familiarize yourself with your destination.

As You Go
“The mark of a
great church is not
its seating capacity, but its sending
capacity."
- Mike Stachura

1. Pray as you go: Find times throughout the trip to gather your group for prayer. Use every
opportunity to prayerwalk as you travel. Pray to have the eyes and heart of God as you watch
people on the streets and areas you visit. Pray that you will encounter people of peace—either
national believers or someone who is receptive to your message. Ask different team members to
share a short devotion each day as a way to gather your group and focus on the task at hand.
Pray specific scripture as you go. Praying God’s word is praying His will.
2. Flexibility: One of the most important facets of your trip is the ability of team members to be
flexible. Encourage them to be flexible about what they eat, where they go or even if the original
plans change (because they most certainly will!). Having a good attitude and a flexible spirit
will also allow you to see how the Holy Spirit goes before you and directs your steps.
3. Follow the missionary: It is not your job to tell the missionary what your group is going to do.
Your job is to serve those who live among the people group every day. Your group’s focus is to
be a help, not a hindrance. Follow their lead and be a blessing, not a burden. They are not paid

Check out the free
phone app Bible.is
for audio
translations of the
Bible in several
languages.

to be your travel director. Be gracious and grateful. Find out in advance if there are items you
can bring them from the states and pack them along with other gifts you can share as a way of
showing your appreciation. Pay for any expenses your missionary encounters while helping
your group, including travel expenses and food.
4. Be patient with language barriers: You most likely will not know the language where you are
visiting and you will probably need a translator in settings when sharing the Gospel. In many
countries, you will find that some people know a little English and they are very willing to engage with you. Stay away from using American slang or humor that might not translate or be
misunderstood. It is also appropriate to compensate translators or bring them gifts. Check with
the missionary to see what is appropriate.
5. Food and water: Depending on your destination, it is pretty common for a group to encounter
new foods. Be adventurous and try new things, but also be cautious about foods that might
cause you to get sick at your stomach. Missionaries are usually good judges of places to avoid,
so ask them if you have doubts. Always drink bottled water, including times when you are
brushing your teeth. It is also a good idea to pack healthy snacks, such as granola bars, nuts and
crackers.
6. Engaging in evangelism: Depending on where you go, you will have opportunities to share
the love of Christ in different ways. This is another area where you must follow missionary
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personnel. They may use a specific strategy and it is important to follow their lead. I have been
in places where it was accepted and expected to share boldly and I have been to places where it
was important to pray for casual conversations to turn into God-conversations.

When You Return
1. Celebrate with your church: Look for opportunities to share with your congregation and celebrate God’s faithfulness by sharing stories of changed lives.
2. Share your story: The Baptist Messenger is one way your team can share the story of partnership missions. Each week there is a feature article focusing on a short-term mission trip. Contact
the BGCO offices to submit your story.
3. Protect the missionaries and national believers: Do not post pictures of missionaries or
national believers on the internet or church publications. This could endanger the work in high
security areas. Ask missionaries whether you can use their names.
4. Celebrate as a team: Your team will want to gather after the trip to share photos and stories.
Give team members the opportunity to share how God spoke to them specifically and to share
the difference the trip has made in their life.

BENEFITS TO SHORT-TERM MISSIONS:
· Better understanding of missions
· Connection with missionaries on the field
· Increased desire to give towards missions
· Deeper desire to pray for missions and personnel
· A bigger perspective of the world
· An increased awareness of internationals in your community
· A renewed enthusiasm to share the Gospel at home
· A greater vision of God’s love for the world and His heart to reach the nations
· Enriches your spiritual journey and develops community with the group that goes
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“Therefore go and
make disciples of
all nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father
and of the Son and
of the Holy Spirit,
and teaching them
to obey
everything I have
commanded you.
And surely I am
with you always,
to the very end of
the age.”
- Matthew 28: 1920 (NIV)
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Worksheet
“I would say that
no prayers are
wasted on Yemen
or the other countries
because the needs
are so great. And I
would say the
fields are white
unto
harvest and we
need to pray to the
Lord of the harvest
to send out folks to
help.”

1. Does your local church engage in short-term mission trips? How would you describe the
involvement of your women?
2. What, in your opinion, holds back women from actually going on a short-term missions trip?
How could you encourage your women to look past the obstacles and move forward in faith?
3. How would you describe the prayer efforts of the women in your church towards missions
and missionaries?
4. Does your church have a relationship with a particular missionary or place? What are some
ways your women can be involved in the next 12 months?
5. Do the women in your church support missions through their giving? In what ways?
6. What is one way your women can connect missions to your community?

Complete the following chart and rate your church on a scale of 1 to 10 (with 10 being the most)
in regards to its involvement in missions.
Praying

Giving

Going

Sending

Jerusalem
(your community)
Judea
(your state)
Samaria
(your region/country)
Ends of the world
(international missions)

Where is there a need for improvement? How can you lead women to be more involved in this
area?
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THE RIGHT STUFF:
FINDING A SPEAKER FOR
YOUR EVENT

Carol Sallee,
NB Women’s Director,
New Beginnings Church, Bixby, OK

Ever booked the perfect speaker for an event? She was easy to work with right from the start. She
gave special attention to understanding your audience and tailored her message accordingly. She
arrived early to save you the stress of wondering where she was. She warmly greeted every
woman who approached her. Her message captured your ladies’ attention from the first moment
and kept them on the edge of their seats until the end. She generated such “a buzz” your ladies
are still talking about her.
A speaker can be invaluable in helping your ministry meet the goals of your event and in
imparting wisdom that will forever impact your women. As a woman who both speaks across the
country and books speakers for women’s events at my church, I know how important it is to find
a speaker with “the right stuff.”

Discovering a Speaker
Finding a speaker who you trust with your women can be challenging. Here are some places from
which you can gather strong referrals:
Events for Women: Attend a variety of conferences and workshops at which you can “shop” for
speakers. Hold on to event materials which typically contain biographical and contact information
for speakers.

A speaker can be
invaluable in
helping your
ministry meet the
goals of your event
and in imparting
wisdom that will
forever impact
your women.

Magazine and book covers: Peruse these at Christian bookstores. Use provided contact information to visit speakers’ websites or to make personal phone calls to ask for additional materials
about a speaker.
Radio, television, and newspaper ads: Check to see if other ministries are advertising a speaker.
Contact the event spokesperson to see if the speaker receives a positive referral.
Networking: Ask friends, family members or leaders from other churches or denominations for
speaker recommendations. Don’t forget to “look in your own backyard.” You may have a wonderful speaker right under your nose.
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Websites or speaker’s bureaus: While some of these sites and organizations have free listings for
speakers, many require speakers to pay a fee and to go through an application and approval

Before choosing a
speaker, consider
why you are having one at your
event. What part
will a speaker play
in
fulfilling the goals
of your event?

process.
Recommendations from previous speakers: Speakers typically know other speakers. A speaker
who successfully worked with you will have an insider’s perspective on who might be the right
fit for your next event.
Build your potential speaker file: Create a file marked “Potential Event Speakers.” When you’re
gathering information about a speaker, asking questions in advance will prove helpful and will
give you greater confidence in your selection:
·

Can she customize her presentations for your event?

·

Is she willing to create new presentations if the messages “in her arsenal” don’t
apply to your event?

·

At what types of events does she typically speak?

·

How would she describe her speaking style?

·

Is her presentation based on her testimony or on specific topics?

·

Is she considered an “expert” on a particular topic?

·

Is she entertaining as well as inspirational?

·

Does she use only clean and appropriate humor?

·

Are her messages Biblically based?

·

Will she be accessible to attendees before and after the event?

·

Is she responsive to requests for information?

·

Is she willing to speak multiple times at one event?

·

What will her expenses be?

·

Does she travel with a companion for accountability and safety purposes? Who
covers this companion’s expenses?

·

What are the payment terms of her contract?

·

Is her fee negotiable?

Choosing a Speaker
1.

Choose a speaker that either you or someone you trust has heard

It’s best if someone from your event planning team has personally met and listened to a
potential speaker. If this is not possible, request a full-length sample CD or video. If you cannot
personally hear a potential speaker in advance and no recorded materials are available, ask for
recommendations from groups who recently hosted her. Give the recommended speaker a
phone call to get a feel for her personal style.
2. Choose a speaker who matches your event goals
Before choosing a speaker, consider why you are having one at your event. What part will a
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speaker play in fulfilling the goals of your event? Every speaker brings a unique blend of style,
personality and message. While each of these styles may be equally valid, none are equally
effective in every situation.
3. Choose a speaker who matches your event budget
It will be easier on you and the speaker if you can let her know up front what amount you have
budgeted for her services, including expenses. If your budget does not fit her fee scale you can
evaluate the amount she would prefer to receive and then decide to extend or withhold the
invitation.
In setting fees, it’s important to recognize that you’re asking a speaker to experience at least
some of the following:
·

Time away from family, home, church and possibly another job

·

Travel to and from event

·

Emotional drain of the speaking itself and the counseling that often spontaneously occurs
during the event

·

Change in schedule that often includes late night and early morning commitments

When determining what you will pay a speaker, consider:
·

Number of times she will speak

·

Number of attendees

·

Difficulty of travel required to get to the event

·

Travel costs such as overnight accommodations, meals, mileage, tips, airport parking and
luggage fees that are in addition to her fee

Proper treatment of a speaker can become a big-ticket item. Don’t forget the option of pooling
your resources by cooperating with other ministries to bring in a speaker. It doesn't make sense
to fly someone halfway across the country to speak to thirty people. You could accomplish so
much more, for so much less money, if you pulled other churches into an event.
A speaker’s expenses and fees are “hard costs” you will know in advance of your event, regardless of how many women attend. In my experience, it is best to budget event dollars specifically
toward this amount so you do not lose money when it comes to paying your speaker. Tickets
can then be sold to cover other expenses like food, decorations and door prizes.

Enlisting a Speaker
When you extend an invitation to a speaker, she will need vital data to make a decision about
her participation in your event:
·

Date(s) of the event (and optional dates if available)

·

Name of the sponsoring organization

·

Name and phone number of primary contact person

·

Location of event
The Right Stuff: Finding a Speaker for Your Event
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The clearer you are
about what you
expect, who is in
the audience, the
nature of your
church, what has
happened at
previous events,
the easier it will be
for your speaker to
meet your event
objectives.

·

Brief description of event, including specific goals and purposes

·

Number and length of presentations desired

·

Additional responsibilities required such as counseling or leading workshops

·

Profile of guests attending event and expected number

·

Travel and housing arrangements

·

Specific amount of honorarium or fee

Confirming a Speaker
Once you have confirmed your speaker:
1. Send a letter or email verifying:
·

Date and time of event

·

Sponsoring group

·

Location of event

·

Primary contact information

·

Description of event participants and how many are expected to attend

·

Explanation of space that will be utilized for event

·

Purpose and theme of event and how this relates to her topic(s)

·

Number of times she is expected to speak and the length of each presentation

·

Where in the program she will speak and whom she will follow on the program

·

Nature of microphone and sound system she will use

·

Type of attire appropriate to your event

·

Fees, expenses, travel arrangements and accommodations

·

Any advance fee payments or expense reimbursements

In this confirmation, plainly communicate your needs. The clearer you are about what you
expect, who is in the audience, the nature of your church, what has happened at previous
events, the easier it will be for your speaker to meet your event objectives. Advise your speaker
about sensitive issues that may be of concern in your church or community.
2. Request a photo and biographical information
Give specific deadlines for these items and in what kind of format you need them.
3. Complete her paperwork
Many speakers have paper or email contracts. Complete these as soon as possible and with a
willing spirit. While you may feel like you have handled all the details, each speaker has her
own method for keeping herself organized.
4. Stay in contact
·

8-10 weeks before the event, send final details including any promotional materials

·

2 weeks out, contact the speaker to see if she has any questions or prayer concerns

·

The week of your event, contact your speaker to encourage her and to ensure she is
still coming
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Caring for a Speaker
The success of an event or program often rests with the speaker—but the success of the speaker
often depends on the quality of arrangements made in her behalf. A group that understands
well the care and handling of speakers will reap many benefits for the ministry.1
1. Before the Event
·

Update speaker of any changes from original invitation

·

Arrange and pay for transportation, including air travel

·

Provide directions if speaker is driving

·

Inquire whether the speaker will bring a guest

·

Ask about special needs or requests: Does she have any dietary issues? Does she
need a product table? What are her audio/visual requirements?

·

Advise who will be meeting her at the airport or providing transportation

·

Assign her an on-site hostess: You and your team will be busy working the event,
so designate a personable woman who can stick with her throughout the event.

·

Have her check prepared so you can present it to her when she arrives

The success of an
event or program

2. During the Event
·

Have program materials on hand and review with her

·

Ensure she has a schedule and relevant information needed for the event

·

Give her a brief tour of your site—including restroom locales and where to store

often rests with the
speaker—but the
success of the

personal items
·

See to practical requests such as bottled water and dietary needs

·

Protect her from pranks, undue criticism and a busy extracurricular schedule

·

Provide comfort in traveling and housing. A refreshed speaker is more effective

speaker often
depends on the
quality of
arrangements

than an exhausted one so avoid unnecessary “wear and tear” on your speaker.
·

made in her be-

Let her know things she can do during the “down times” of your event. She may
prefer to rest or work, but might enjoy alternatives you suggest.

half. 1

3. After the event
·

Send a thank you

·

If evaluations were received, relate these to her (with kindness)

·

Recommend her to another group who might be interested

Note: Reproducible worksheets to help you in your selection and care of a speaker are provided on the
following pages. The Potential Event Speaker form can be used to help you accumulate names and contact
information of speakers for future events. The Confirmed Event Speaker can be used in two ways:
1. To help you determine pertinent details for an upcoming event before you confirm your speaker
2. To help you and your event speaker confirm details of your event
Resources Used
1Jill Briscoe, Laurie Katz McIntyre and Beth Seversen. Designing Effective Women’s Ministries: Choosing, Planning and
Implementing the Right Programs for Your Church. (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing House, , 1995) 217-218.
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Potential Event Speaker

Date: _________________

Name: _______________________________________________________________________________________________
Name of ministry or organization: _______________________________________________________________________
Contact information: ___________________________________________________________________________________
Email and/or website: _________________________________________________________________________________
Source of speaker information: __________________________________________________________________________
Referrals or recommendations: __________________________________________________________________________
Has someone from our leadership team listened to this speaker? ____________________________________________
· In what capacity? ____________________________________________________________________________
· What is the overall opinion of this speaker? _____________________________________________________
· For why type of event does she seem an appropriate candidate? ___________________________________
General questions for potential speaker:
Could you customize your presentations for our event? ____________________________________________________
Are you willing to create new presentations specifically for our event?________________________________________
At what types of events do you typically speak? ___________________________________________________________
At what types of events is it your preference to speak? _____________________________________________________
How would you describe your speaking style? ____________________________________________________________
Is your presentation based on your testimony or on specific topics? __________________________________________
Are you considered an “expert” on a particular topic? ______________________________________________________
In what ways are you typically described as a speaker? _____________________________________________________
Do you use humor in your messages? If so, how do you ensure it is appropriate? ______________________________
Are your messages biblically based? ____________________________________________________________________
Are you considered to be a speaker who is accessible to attendees both before and after an event? _______________
What is your typical response turn around time to requests for information? __________________________________
Are you willing to speak multiple times at one event? ______________________________________________________
What would your expenses be to come to an event at our church or ministry location? _________________________
Do you typically travel with a companion? If so, who is expected to cover his or her expenses? __________________
What are the payment terms of your contract? ____________________________________________________________
What is your typical fee? Is this negotiable? ______________________________________________________________

Confirmed Event Speaker

Date: _____________________

Name: _______________________________________________________________________________________________
Name of ministry or organization: _______________________________________________________________________
Contact information: ___________________________________________________________________________________
Email and/or website: _________________________________________________________________________________
Event details
Date and time of event: ________________________________________________________________________________
Location of event: _____________________________________________________________________________________
Name and phone number of primary contact person for event: ______________________________________________
Description of event participants and how many are expected to attend: _____________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Explanation of space that will be utilized for event: ________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Purpose and theme of event and how this relates to speaker’s topic(s): _______________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Event title and key verse: _______________________________________________________________________________
Number of times speaker is expected to speak and the length of each presentation: ____________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Where in the program speaker will present and whom he or she will follow on the program: ___________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Nature of microphone and sound system speaker will use: _________________________________________________
Type of attire appropriate to event: _____________________________________________________________________
Travel and Other Needs
Travel and housing arrangements: ______________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
If flying:
·
·
·
·

Does speaker prefer window or aisle seat? ______________________________________________________
Which airlines does speaker prefer? ____________________________________________________________
From which airports will speaker fly in and out? ________________________________________________
Does speaker prefer to make his or her own reservations? ________________________________________

Dietary needs: ______________________________________________________________________________________
Special requests: ____________________________________________________________________________________

Other needs continued
Will speaker need any items printed in advance? __________________________________________________________
Will speaker need a product table? If so, what arrangements are needed? _____________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Issues speaker should be made aware of: _________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Speaker’s on-site hostess: ______________________________________________________________________________
Speaker Payment
What specifics need to be taken into consideration when setting speaker’s fee? _______________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Speaker’s fee: ________________________________________________________________________________________
Anticipated expenses and when these should be reimbursed: _______________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Required advance fee payments or expense reimbursements: ______________________________________________
To whom should checks be made? ______________________________________________________________________
To what address should checks be sent? _________________________________________________________________
Other Details
Have received the following from speaker:
___________ Bio

__________ Picture

__________ Contract __________ Files for printable items

Speaker’s prayer requests: ____________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Speaker has received the following:
__________ Check for expenses

Amount: __________

__________ Check for advance on fee

Amount: __________

__________ Check for remainder of fee

Amount: __________

__________ Thank you (sent after event)

Date: __________

What were the general comments made about this speaker? ________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Would we consider using this speaker again? If so, in what capacity? ____________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Names of other speakers recommended by this event’s speaker: _________________________________________
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EVENTS WITH A PURPOSE
Carol Sallee,
NB Women’s Director,
New Beginnings Church, Bixby, OK

Women’s Brunch. Ladies’ Tea. Girls’ Night Out. Christmas Celebration. Spring Fling. Mother/
Daughter Luncheon. Missions Banquet. The list is endless and probably gets your mind whirling
with creativity and possibilities. Special events are typically the highlight of a ministry year.
You’re able to get more of your women involved serving in many different areas. You’re able to
draw in women who might not otherwise participate in a church-associated event.
The success of a ministry to women can depend heavily on the excellence of its events. But what is
the real purpose of all this hustle and bustle? Are the lives of women truly being changed or is it
just activity for the sake of activity?
Think about it for a moment: Why did you have your last women’s event? Was it because you’ve
always had it? Was it because another church or ministry in your city had a similar event that was
successful and you were hoping to have comparable results? Was it because you just feel like
you’re supposed to have events even though you’ve never really considered the true purpose
behind them?

We should have
valid, spiritually

It’s actually pretty simple to find ideas for special events, but as leaders we need to pause all the

beneficial reasons

creativity and planning so we can step back and intentionally define the purposes and goals for

for women to step

hosting such occasions. We need to have a firm grasp on “Why this event?” and “What do we
want to achieve?”

out of their busy
lives and into our
events.

We should have valid, spiritually beneficial reasons for women to step out of their busy lives and
into our events.
We live in a world where women have too many responsibilities, are under too much stress, feel
they have no purpose, and have few relationships. They are just waiting for someone to care,
waiting for someone to stop and notice they exist. Through events, we can reach out to women
and show them a new world where Christ can provide them a new perspective, allowing them to
meet new friends, and giving them meaning to life.1
So before we decorate another stage, create a snazzy promotional poster, or put an announcement
in the church bulletin, let’s consider how to have events with a purpose.
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Seek Direction from God

What is your next
upcoming special

Before we make any plans to organize an event, we should ask God for His approval first.

event? Did you

Ephesians 5:15-17 says, “Be very careful, then, how you live—not as unwise but as wise, making

seek God’s direc-

the most of every opportunity […] Therefore do not be foolish, but understand what the Lord’s

tion?

will is.” (NIV)

If so, what did He
We have a specific group of women for a specific amount of time—and only God knows why

reveal to you? If
not, when can you
get your event

He has given both to us. Romans 14:12 says, “So then, each of us will give an account of himself
to God.” (NIV) As leaders, we should be good stewards of the spiritual opportunities God can
provide to us through special events.

team
together to do so?

A Girls’ Night Out may be the first time a woman ever steps foot into a church to spend an
evening with Christian women and to hear about God’s love for her. This is a responsibility we
should not take lightly. Activity for the sake of activity that ignores the deepest needs in
women’s lives squanders a chance to impact a life for the Kingdom of God.
Once you feel God is satisfied with the purpose of your event, you will have the assurance that
He will provide assistance when you encounter difficulties as a result of your efforts and that
He will guide you to make right decisions along the way.
What is your next upcoming special event? Did you seek God’s direction? If so, what did He
reveal to you? If not, when can you get your event team together to do so?

Ask Lots of Questions
Once you have sought God’s direction, then you need to ask questions before and after your
event. For your next upcoming event, record answers to the “Before” questions. For the “After”
questions, record answers from your last event.

1. Before
·

What is the driving force behind this event?

·

Will this event incorporate the overall purpose of our ministry to women? How? (See
Chapters 1 and 3 for help with this)

·
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What is the goal of this event?
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·

Who are we trying to reach? What is our target audience? (The group you are trying to
reach will affect your approach.)

·

Is this event geared mainly toward women who are already active in our ministry or are we
hoping to reach those who might not typically be included?

·

If we are reaching out to unsaved or unchurched women, will this event be an attractive,
comfortable and non-threatening setting for them? If not, what changes need to be made?

If you are not
intentional, you’ll
be working without a purpose and
may end up plan-

·

What do we believe are the spiritual needs of the women who will attend?

ning your event in
a

·

haphazard man-

Is this event structured to meet or address those needs?

ner.

2. After
·

Did we reach our target audience?

·

Did the event meet the needs of the attendees?

·

Were lives changed because of this event? How?

·

Based on what we learned at this event, how can we make our next event more purposeful?

In order to have successful women’s events you need to set objectives. By setting goals, you’ll
have a direction to work toward as well as a measure to determine whether your event is a
success. If you are not intentional, you’ll be working without a purpose and may end up planning your event in a haphazard manner.
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Determine Needs of Focal Audience
Every special event should be programmed to meet the needs of women. If you’re intentional in
the planning process, your event can fulfill more than one of these needs at a time. While not
inclusive, the checklist below may open your eyes to the potential you have to impact women.
After reading through the list, consider an upcoming event. Then place a check mark beside
three needs you believe you could address.
Under God’s direction, I believe the women who attend this event need to:
_____ Be reached for Christ
_____ Have their spiritual lives enriched
_____ Develop and strengthen their relationships with other women
_____ Receive spiritual guidance and instruction
_____ See the love of Christ
_____ Have their awareness raised of the importance of believing in Christ
_____ Find community
_____ Receive spiritual inspiration and education
_____ Find their purpose in life
_____ See evidence that the Christian life is an appealing one
_____ Rejuvenate their bodies and minds
_____ Find inspiration to be missions-minded
_____ Improve their skills in spreading the Gospel
_____ Understand their spiritual gifts and be given an opportunity to use them
_____ Learn how to encourage and support each other in their pursuit of spiritual growth
_____ Recognize there are other women out there who care about them and their lives
_____ Bring balance to their lives
_____ Find a new spiritual perspective on life
_____ Other: ________________________________________________________________________
Review the three purposes you checked for your next event. How could you achieve these
through your event?

You have determined you have something spiritually significant you want women to
experience at your next event. Keep this focus in mind as you proceed with planning and
organizing. If something on the program does not fulfill these goals, then save it for a later.
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Just a few extras about special events:
1. Don’t schedule too many events and don’t expect everyone to attend everything. Sometimes
less really is more. With fewer events you will be able to truly focus on being purposeful.
2. The primary purpose is to reach women for Christ. Create events non-believers will want to
attend. Regardless of a woman’s self-perceived need, what she really needs is Jesus.
3. Look at events through “evangelistic eyes.” Think like a woman who does not know Christ.
Why would she want to come to your event?
4. Evaluate your event through the eyes of an “outsider.” Rethink titles of programs and promotions so they are not so “churchy” sounding.
5. View your events as a non-threatening time when relationships between Christians and nonChristians can be built. You want to make non-Christian women comfortable so they will want
to attend another event.
6. Don’t base your success on numbers. The key, the foundation of success in ministry, is a
deepening love relationship with God. It’s only through God that our events will really make
sense.

Resources Used
1

Adams, Chris. Women Reaching Women: Beginning and Building a Growing Women’s Ministry. (Nashville, TN: Life-

Way Press, 1997) 193.
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Events with a Purpose: A Case Study
When I first began a ministry to women at New Beginnings, we launched an annual event
called Christmas Celebration. This event meandered along, morphing into various types of
programming—none of it really more intentional than, “Hey, It’s Jesus’ birthday. Let’s do
something fun for the holidays.”
After reading Simple Church and then reformatting the teachings from this book into a
presentation I make called Simple Ministry (see Chapter 3), I got together my leadership team
and we took this event to task. We determined that while we still wanted a fun evening, the
event needed to line up with the purposes of our ministry if we were going to continue to invest
so much time, energy, and budget dollars into one evening.
Our ministry’s purpose is: To know Christ, to grow in Christ, and to echo His heart to the
world. Here is what we determined:
Know Christ:
We now consider this event to be an “entry point” for women into our ministry, our church and
hopefully into a relationship with Christ. We encourage our regular participants to invite
unchurched and non-Christian women to this event. The speaker ensures the Gospel message is
clearly presented. All music and worship point to the precious nature of God’s love for women.
Grow in Christ:
We also consider this event to be a bridge that moves women from a large group experience
into smaller, community groups built on discipleship and spiritual growth. During the program, emphasis is given to upcoming Bible studies. In our Christmas Town shopping experience, a table is set up with promotions about these studies and women may also purchase workbooks and materials. One of the evening’s door prizes is a book or workbook that corresponds
with an upcoming study, allowing us the opportunity to once again emphasize the importance
of
studying God’s Word.
Echo Christ’ heart:
The evening includes a strong mission emphasis. For example, WorldCrafts
(www.worldcrafts.org) was our emphasis last year. At Christmas Town, we had a product table
for WorldCraft items and our Reach-Out Coordinator was available to answer questions. During the program, we showed a promotional video about WorldCrafts. Each attendee received a
prayer card about a WorldCraft artisan along with a challenge to pray for the particular people
group represented on her card.
This event now has a purpose—and we have seen lives changed in a more dramatic way as a
result. At a Christmas party, women really do come to know Christ, to grow in Christ and to
echo His heart to the world. That’s an incredible return on our investment.
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CONNECTING YOUNGER WOMEN
Heather McAnear,
Women’s Ministry Leader
Council Road Baptist Church
Bethany , OK

She walked in hungry to know more about God and to find a group of women like her whom she
could connect with. She found the friendly greeter the minute she walked through the door and
looked with hopeful eyes as she waited to be told where to go. As the greeter went through a list
of questions, her hope disappeared and in its place was the all too familiar anxiety.
Married? No.
Divorced? No.
In college? No.
Long pause. “Well, we can always use help in the nursery until the worship service starts.” And
there it was. The feeling she got everywhere she went; she was a misfit. She was in that
in-between place and no one seemed to know what to do with her. Most of her friends wound up
at the bars, but she was over that. Church – surely this was the one place where they made a
place for everyone; but at this moment, she felt as lonely as ever.
Sadly, this is an all too familiar experience for many young women today. I’ve heard first-hand
the anxiety and grief women face when they feel there is no place for them in our congregation.
Regardless of our reason, they read it this way— come back to us when you’re married and we’ve
got a lot to offer. One twenty-something put it, “I'm a woman who has a ministry and wants to be
involved in the church's ministry, but I don't feel like there is a clear spot for me to fit. Some days
it's easy to be 23, single and content but some days it's really hard.”

Misunderstood and Missing Out
Don’t be fooled. Although they may not be showing up at all of your women’s ministry events,
young women have much to offer. We must encompass women of all ages if we’re to be effective.
Even the women who don’t think of themselves as women. The young married 20-something I

Although they
may not be showing up at all of
your women’s
ministry events,
young women
have much to offer. We must encompass women
of all ages if we’re
to be effective.

had coffee with a few weeks ago confessed that when seeing the label “Women’s Ministry Event”
in the church bulletin, she immediately thought it didn’t apply to her. We must bridge this gap or
our loss will be paramount. The question should be discovering how and where to plug them in,
not if and when. Are you a female? Are you too old for our children and youth ministries? Are
you breathing? If yes, yes and yes…welcome to women’s ministry!
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The postmodern
generation is a
group of highly
motivated, highly
relational young
people. What are
we so afraid of?
Let’s bring them
into our women’s
ministry.

Bridging the Gap
In each stage of life, women are likely to take on a label: college, career, single, young married,
mom, divorced, separated, widow. Amid the titles, commonality is the way we bridge the gap.
Whether the common ground is a shared faith, experience, activity or phase in life, women will
connect with those they have something in common with. This young generation of women is
no different; they are looking to connect, so we need to speak their language.
What is postmodern? According to author Jen Hatmaker, the postmodern worldview has the
following markings:
·

Everyone’s story is part of a bigger picture

·

Asking questions is of high value, even when it challenges the status quo

·

The outlook is global in terms of responsibility for the ecology of the earth

·

The ideas of power and control are not attractive

·

Skepticism is high and answers to life’s questions are never simple—life is messy.1

Yes, culture is changing and that can make us uncomfortable and unsure, but we can’t cop out
on our calling. Our message will stay the same, but our ministries must embrace this generation.
Postmodern women have a genuine interest in doing life with others and making a difference in
the world. In the small book, Context, we see that, “Young adults, both churched and
unchurched, indicated that the chance to interact with members of a group multiple times per
week was very important and having maximum opportunity to connect with other young
adults was very important.”2
This is the picture of a highly relational, highly motivated group. “For the Lord is good, and His
love it eternal; His faithfulness endures through all generations.” Psalm 100:5 (HCSB) Let’s
bridge them and glorify Him.

For a wonderful
tool to help your
women discover
their
spiritual gifts, allowing you to plug
your women in,
visit
www.LifeWay.co
m and search
“spiritual gift survey”

Plugging Young Women In
In the book Women Reaching Women, Judi Slayden Hayes beautifully illustrates the process of
bridging the generations and using our gifts together. “How can a church, specifically women’s
ministry, respond to the differences in generations? First, we must recognize that each needs the
good news of Jesus Christ and every generation has many people who do not yet know Him.
Second, women in all generations need relationships. They need Christian friends and their
lives are enriched by knowing women of all ages. Third, women need opportunities to serve.
All Christian women have gifts, strengths, skills and talents. Many are just waiting to be asked
to put their unique set of abilities to work.”3 (See Chapter 8, “Really Relating: Relational
Evangelism” for ideas on helping women create genuine relationships).
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One-on-one Mentoring
Discerning whether or not the one-on-one setting is appropriate for a young woman will
depend in part on her age and stage in life and in part on her goal for your time together. By
and large, teens connect better in a small group setting, rather than in a one-on-one. They feed
off of the energy and conversation of their friends and will respond well to positive peer
pressure. In contrast, you’re likely to discover that young married or single women will flourish
over time in a one-on-one setting. Some women, however, do not desire the commitment to one
particular mentor, rather they desire to rub shoulders with many women ahead of them,
picking up something different from each woman. (See Chapter 9 on developing disciples.)
Mentoring has been explained as taking the approach of asking how can I help you not what
can I teach you. The following ideas aim at giving young women opportunities to live life together, helping each other and growing toward maturity in Christ.
Group Settings: Sunday morning is a natural way to connect our young women, with a class
tailored for their schedules, allowing them an opportunity to invite other young women to
church. This can also take place off-campus in a home, coffee shop or dorm room. When
drawing young women who are moms, Sunday is a perfect time to connect, as they can take
advantage of the church nursery.
Fuel the Passion With a Vision. Our young women are prime targets to help with our
compassion ministries. (See Chapter 11 on compassion ministry). These young ladies are
steeped in a culture that places high value on compassion, most of them without the strings of
marriage and children attached, meaning their schedules can be more flexible. It’s very likely
that the women between the ages of 19-30 in your church have knowledge and experience with
different relief organizations and their background can be very beneficial to your ministry. Even
if the organization they have volunteered for is not Christ-based, you can use their experience to
benefit the faith-centered efforts your ministry is making.
Meet Their Needs: When thinking about young women, know that many of them will have children, therefore, adequate childcare is a must. Another important consideration is the various
schedules our women keep: working women, single or married, with or without kids; stay-athome, night shift, day shift, weekends, etc. Women wear a lot of hats! We can’t meet every need,
but we must consider the different needs and vary our activities, trying to accommodate as
many women as possible.
Social Networking. Let’s face it; most young women today are social network savvy. (See Chapter 6: “Ministry in the Digital Age”.) I have found things like setting up a Facebook page, managing a twitter account and even responding to email are second-nature to our younger women,
not to mention the blessing they can be to your ministry as they create a PowerPoint presentation or design a flier for an event. Don’t overlook these ways to give young women ownership
in your women’s ministry. In addition to helping you out, they will most likely tell their friends,
drawing younger women to your event.
Connecting Younger Women
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Titus 2 and Latte Ladies: We looked at both of these in Chapter 8 on Relational Evangelism, but
I must note some specifics pertaining to younger women.
·

Latte Ladies is the perfect format for high school, college and single women. Simply choose
a book to read and discuss, then enlist one of your spiritually sound young women to take
the plunge and begin meeting at a coffee shop. If you publicize, they will come. Remember,
they are highly relational and usually have more time on their hands than married women.
For high school girls, enlist college students as facilitators (builds leadership in them) or
gather in a mother-daughter setting.

·

Titus 2, the Biblical model of older women pouring into younger women, is obviously a perfect fit for these gals. One approach I’ve seen work really well is to take each of the
qualities listed in Titus 2, and divide up one quality to be discussed per week on Saturday
mornings. Pray about the “older” women of your congregation (could be spiritually or
physically older) and ask two or three women to come and share, per meeting, on the topic
of that week. She will talk about what that spiritual characteristic has looked like in her life.
It isn’t a speaking engagement or formal event, rather older women sharing life and
younger women asking questions. This not only encourages all of the women, but it also
introduces women who might never cross paths.

What About Girl’s Ministry?
Women’s ministry and resources have exploded over the past couple of decades. Through the
evolution and expansion of churches having a passion to minister to women, one new area that
is gaining momentum is a ministry to teen girls.
While girls’ ministry opportunities do not replace the student ministry within a church, there is
a definite need for women to connect to younger women as they enter their middle school and
high school years. If you’re considering ways to begin a girls’ ministry through your women’s
program, consider the following:
·

Begin by meeting with your student minister. You need to meet with your student pastor
and express your desire to partner with him in his work by offering some special opportunities for young women.

·

Consider the needs of your young women. Are they looking for women to be mentors? Do
you desire to foster better relationships between moms and daughters? Just as your
women’s ministry needs purpose, so does girls’ ministry.

·

Is there one woman who is passionate about this ministry? How will she fit within your
women’s ministry structure? How will she develop a team of women who will help her?

·

What will you offer? Will you plan a special event, offer discipleship classes or begin a
missions organization such as Acteens?

·

How can you include these young women into your current women’s ministry? Don’t
forget that these young ladies are the mentors of tomorrow.

·

For more information on beginning a Girls’ Ministry, check out “Girls’ Ministry
Handbook” by Jimmie Davis, LifeWay Christian Resources or to begin an Acteens group,
visit www.wmu.com.
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Evaluation
How broad is the age range your women’s ministry is currently reaching?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

How have you seen young women connect to your ministry? (Ex. Through Bible study, attending retreats, Sunday morning, etc.)

Which of the ideas for drawing younger women appealed to you most? Why?

How can you begin incorporating young women into your ministry right away?

Does your church place high value on younger women? (Good questions to ask: Do they have a
place for them? Are they using their gifts?)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

What is currently in place at your church for the woman described at the beginning of this
chapter? (Out of college, not married, no children) How could you reach her and pull her into
your ministry?

See pages 108-109 for additional research on Young Adult Women.

Resources Used
1

Hatmaker, Jen. Interrupted. (Colorado Springs, CO: NavPress, 2009) 127.

2 Context.
3 Adams,

(Nashville, TN: LifeWay Press, 2009) 9.

Chris. Women Reaching Women. (Nashville, TN: LifeWay Press, 1997) 43.
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Young Adult Women’s Research
The Women’s Missions and Ministries Office of the BGCO conducted some informal young
women’s research to gain insight into their thoughts about women’s work in the local church.
The group consisted of women ages 20-35 who were members of a Southern Baptist Church.
This is a shortened summary of those results.
Question: “What topics for Bible study are relevant to your life now?” and “What key things are
happening in your life and family right now?”
Answers: Contentment, identity in Christ, life transitions, finding where I fit in church
(especially as a single), newly married, parenting topics, praying for my husband, prayer, relationships, self-discipline, mind shift from 20s to 30s.
Question: How do you feel about topical Bible studies vs. expository studies and why?
Answers: We like studies that have goals and that inspire you to something, we want depth
(and depth doesn’t necessarily mean extensive and time consuming). We tend to get tired of
topical studies because they often seem to take segments of Scripture and make it “fit” with the
topic. What we don't like—cute little sayings in chapter titles.
Questions: How do you feel about events?
Answers: We like practical conferences that inspire action. One of the issues is cost. We would
rather do ministry than just learn from a speaker. The positive of events is the time spent on developing relationships with friends.
Question: How do you best like to do Bible study (print, DVD-driven, interactive, etc.?)
Answers: We like meeting in homes where it is more comfortable. Environment is very important and it’s important to provide an atmosphere where people are relaxed and open to share.
Video driven studies aren’t bad, but small group discussion is vital to the success of this type of
study. Online studies are
helpful, especially if you live in an area where you don’t have the same opportunities to meet
with other women.
Question: What are the biggest problems you face in life? What are some of your greatest fears?
Answers: We do not want our walk with the Lord to become apathetic or not genuine.
Question: Where do you turn for spiritual help?
Answers: Wise friends and mentors, but also books and sermons online.
Question: Do you feel like you are a valuable member of your local church?
Answers: Yes and no. We all want to serve in our church, but sometimes we feel our input is
not valued or wanted.
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Question: What would you like to see God do in your generation?
Answers: I would like to see us fall in love with the church again and really get it; our generation is so creative and full of deep thinkers—we need to be used. Sometimes I feel like the
church is not saying “Come as you are” but “Come as we would like you to be”; We need authenticity in our churches and for Christians to admit that they don’t have it all together. There
needs to be an understanding that real life is about being transformed; I would like to see our
churches be more like Jesus—He dealt with the sinners and He talked to people; I would like to
see a great awakening—something only God can do; I would like to see us embrace worship as
a lifestyle—not just music, but in our life.
Question: What is one thing you would like the Women’s leader of your church to know about
young women like you?
Answers: We want to be noticed for our gifts and that we have something to bring to the table.
We need your blessing to rise up and lead—even if it looks a little different from what we are
used to.
Question: How do you view the future of women’s ministry and what changes need to be made
for your generation?
Answers: There needs to be a marked change. We need someone from every age group to be
effective. We need to find out the needs of women how to reach them. We need to consider the
woman who works
outside the home. We also need fewer activities designed for women in the church and more
activities
designed to reach women outside the church. We need to help those in need.
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Surveying the Women in Your Church
Whether you are beginning a Women's Ministry or evaluating your present ministry, one of the
most important tools you can use is an assessment survey. While it's impossible to design a survey that's perfect for your church, here are some questions and guidelines so you can develop a
way to hear the heartbeat of the needs of the women in your church. (The sample survey is designed for women already attending your church - not unchurched women in your community)

Guidelines and Frequently Asked Questions:
Question: When should I survey the women in my church?
Answer: When you are beginning a women's ministry, reforming your ministry or if you have
not done a survey within five years.
Question: How should I have women complete the survey?
Answer: Most churches find the most effective way to survey their women is through their
weekly church bulletin. Usually an insert is designed and distributed in the worship service or
during the Sunday School hour. Another option is to use an online survey service. Many of
them are free, but you may be limited on the number of questions you can ask.
Question: How long should the survey be?
Answer: The shorter, the better. Women don't want to spend a lot of time completing surveys.
Design the questions with simple answers that can be checked and only allow for a few openended questions or comments at the end.
Question: Should the surveys be anonymous?
Answer: It depends on the kind of survey you are taking. If you are looking for women to volunteer in certain areas of ministry, you will want them to complete information so they can be
contacted in the future. If the goal is just to obtain information, anonymous surveys work well.
Question: Can they just e-mail me their answers?
Answer: Many women would prefer spending a few minutes on their computer, so produce an
massive e-mail list with the survey and see what you get back! Or - use your church website to
distribute an e-mail survey and have it returned to you.
Question: How can I get women to complete and return the survey?
Answer: If your surveys are not anonymous, entice women to complete the survey and be entered for a drawing for a small prize. Or, have a small give-away for each completed survey as a
way to thank women for taking the time to complete the questionnaire.

On the following page is a sample survey that you may copy and use for your church.
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Women’s Ministry Survey
Please complete the following to help our church plan ministry to and with women.
1. Of the following, which interests you the most in women's ministry:
__ Prayer Ministry
__ Outreach Ministry
__ Bible Studies
__ Mission Projects
__ Fellowship Opportunities and Events
2. Which describes you best?
__ Single, Never Married
__ Single, Divorced
__ Single, Widowed
__ Married, No Children
__ Married with Small Children
__ Married with Teens
__ Married with Adult Children
3. Which describes you best?
__ Working outside the home full time
__ Working outside the home part time
__ Full-time Homemaker
__ Retired
4. Which time of the week works best for your schedule when planning women's activities?
__ Daytime during the week
__ Evenings during the week
__ Weekends
5. What kind of fellowship/events interest you?
__ Women's retreat
__ Banquets
__ Luncheons
__ Home fellowships/coffees
__ Other: ______________________________________
6. What kind of Bible studies would you participate in?
__ In-depth women's study:
___ Weekday

___ Lunch time

___ Weekday evening ___ Sunday evening
Please specify: _______________________________
__ Book reviews
__In-home Bible study
Would you recommend a study you would be interested in?_________________________________________________

7. I would participate in the following:
__ Witnessing training
__ Praying for missionaries
__ Short-term mission trips ____ United States ____ International
__ Community mission projects
__ Ideas? _____________________
8. The following community ministries interest me:
__ Literacy
__ Tutoring
__ Pregnancy Center
__ Human Trafficking
__ Poverty
__ Homeless Ministry
__ Prison Ministry
__ Hospital Ministry
__ International ministry
__ Nursing home ministry
__ Food pantry/clothing closet
__ Other: ____________________________
9. I would be willing to help with the following at a women's event:
__ Publicity
__ Food preparation and organization
__ Decorating
__ Childcare help
__ Prayer committee
__ Ministry Project
__ Other
10. I currently attend: (check all that apply)
__ Sunday School
__ Worship
__ Women's Bible study
__ Women's events
11. Have you been active in women's ministry?
__ Yes
__ No
Why or why not?
12. Describe what you would like to see in our women's ministry:

Helpful Resources
Websites:

www.bgco.org/women
www.lifeway.com
www.wmu.com
www.imb.org
www.namb.net
www.newhopepublishers.com
www.worldcrafts.com
www.mymissionfulfilled.com
www.mystudybible.com
www.my316.com

Blogs:

www.echohisheart.com
http://blogs.lifeway.com/blog/women-ministry
http://blogs.lifeway.com/blog/girlsministry
http://blogs.lifeway.com/blog/womenallaccess/

Survey Tools:

www.surveymonkey.com
www.zoomerang.com

Email Blasts:

www.constantcontact.com
www.verticalresponse.com
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Details for Setting Up A Bible Study
Vickey Banks, Christian Author and Speaker

Time is a precious commodity for women, so your members will greatly appreciate a wellorganized study. Details for you to consider:
1.

What to Study – Book of the Bible, Bible character, spiritual growth disciplines, Bible study
series, topic of interest, etc. Consider the needs, interests and spiritual maturity of your
women. Look at what’s available in your local Christian bookstore. Ask the clerk what’s
popular and why. See options online at Christian publishing houses like www.lifeway.com
and get recommendations from friends from other churches. Bible Study topics and book
suggestions should be previewed to be sure they’re Biblically solid.

2.

How to Study – Video or person led, lecture, lecture with small discussion groups, or small
groups with discussion facilitators. There are benefits to each type. Will you use a published
book study or original material? Do you want daily homework? An in-depth or lighter
study? You will reach more women if you can offer both types of studies.

3.

When – Daytime, evening, lunch hour, Saturdays…weekly or bi-weekly. Usually allow one
and a half to two hours, depending on the particular study. This allows for teaching, discussion, fellowship and praying together. Start and end on time.

4.

Where – Church, home, local coffee house, etc. I love to offer Bible studies in comfortable
settings like a home, but if childcare is needed, it’s usually easiest to offer both the study
and the childcare at the church.

5.

Room Set-up –Large group, several small groups or large and small groups. Make sure your
location has the flexibility you need and that groups are separated for hearing and privacy
purposes. Women are more apt to share in a small group if their group isn’t right next to
other groups. Be sensitive to older women and those with mobility issues. Whatever you
can do to make it easy for them to get in and out of Bible study with the least steps possible
will be appreciated.

6.

Registration – Offer registration a month before your study begins by signing up online and
at clearly marked tables inside your worship auditorium entrances. Include at your
registration tables before and at your first study:
· Registration cards for the study (Name, address, home and cell phone numbers,
email addresses, place to denote if paid.)
· Childcare (Childcare registration cards should ask for mom’s name, name of each
child attending, ages and date of birth for each child, as well as any known food
allergies. Consider offering a special discount for women with multiple children.)
· Writing pens
· Cash bag to make change for women paying with cash
· Bible study materials such as workbooks and a calendar
· Several cheerful women to staff registration tables. If you’ll have a large number of
women registering, offer several lines or separate tables to make signing up quicker.
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Bible Study Roles and Really Good Explanations
Vickey Banks, Christian Author and Speaker

You may choose to combine some of these responsibilities, but these are the areas to cover:
1.

Organizer – She’s the gal who keeps all the plates spinning. Coordinates the location, set up,
getting materials and supplies, training and electronic support (if video, mics or music
needed), determining member cost and more. Arrives early to be sure everything is ready.
She manages the contact with the church staff.

2.

Teacher – She feeds you fresh insights from Scripture in a timely manner. No teacher? No
worries. You have options. Bring in an outside teacher, offer a video-driven study by a
gifted teacher while using your ladies as small group discussion leaders or skip the master
teacher concept and go solely with small discussion groups. A side benefit of using small
group leaders is they gain valuable experience leading that may help them one day make
the transition to being a teacher.
To help women get comfortable preparing a message and speaking before a group, offer
smaller opportunities such as sharing a brief testimony on a particular week’s topic.

3.

Facilitator – Welcomes members each meeting, makes announcements, opens in prayer,
dismisses group, etc. These functions may be done by the Organizer or the Teacher, but it’s
also a good opportunity to get potential future teachers some experience in front of a group.

4.

Childcare Coordinator – Works with children’s ministry to make sure all the children are
well cared for. This person should greet moms in that area and route them to the proper
rooms on the day of the first study.

5.

Registration Coordinator – Oversees registering, selling books, and everything needed to
insure this happens smoothly – including printing registration cards and manning registration by tables, telephones and websites.

6.

Small Group Coordinator – Recruits, trains and oversees all Small Group Leaders. Contacts
solid leader candidates before the first study, but lets them know the amount of women registering may impact how many leaders will actually be needed. She can assign women to
groups or work with other leaders to do so. Since many women won’t register until the first
study, groups need to be finalized immediately following that first week study.
Coordinator offers training prior to beginning the study regarding how to best use small
group time, encourage group participation, affirm those who share and handle potential
problems.

7.

Small Group Leaders – Facilitate discussion groups and care for their members. Leaders call
group members prior to first study to introduce self, and continue to make them feel
wanted and cared about. Leader candidates are dependable women with good relational
skills (draws others out, makes them feel comfortable) and who are serious about their relationship with God. They provide a safe place for members to share, emphasizing the need
for total group confidentiality. Realizing their transparency will set the tone for members,
they share from their heart and lives vs. trying to protect an image of perfect spirituality.
They’re careful to never directly call on a member to pray or share aloud.

8.

Publicity – Gets the word out through any and all appropriate and available means –
worship service announcements, promo videos, church bulletins, website and social media
avenues, posters, personal phone calls, etc. Pays attention to church deadlines and is a
positive up-front person.
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9.
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Refreshment Coordinator – Manages weekly sign-up from members and reminds them before their week. Refreshments help create an atmosphere for fellowship – that’s churchspeak for good chatting and relationship building time. Bonus: bringing food is an easy way
for members to be involved and involved members come to Bible study.
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Bible Study Small Group Leaders
Vickey Banks, Christian Author and Speaker

Before First Study
·
·

·

Attend Small Group Leader training.
Call each group member to welcome her to your group! Verify their contact information phone numbers, mailing addresses, and email addresses. Turn in any updated information
to your Organizational Leader so she can update your records.
Pray for your group and the Bible Study in general.

During First Study
·
·
·
·

·
·

Introduce yourself and offer your phone number.
Have others briefly introduce and share a little bit about themselves. (Possibly why they’re
interested in this study.)
Ask each member to please wear their nametags to help you all remember each other’s
names.
Explain that the principle purpose of the small group is to discuss what God is teaching us
through the daily homework study in His Word and its application to our lives. If you’ll
have Scripture memory verses, tell them you’ll begin by sharing these with one another and
that you’ll end your group time with prayer. Assure members that you will work on Scripture memory together and that you will never call on anyone by name to ask them to pray
out loud.
Stress the importance of confidentiality. What is shared in the group should stay in the
group. This is extremely important.
Since you will have less time for prayer this week due to the time needed to introduce yourselves, consider passing out index cards for each member to write a specific prayer request
that you can pray for this week, or ask them to trade cards with one another and pray for
the person whose card they received.

Miscellaneous
·

·
·
·

Be transparent – Be honest if you don’t know answers and share on a personal level. Transparency breeds transparency, so your women will only be as open with you and your group
as you are with them.
Be yourself – It’s too exhausting to try to be whom and what you aren’t.
Be sensitive regarding group prayer - To promote intimacy and to be respectful of time limitations, please limit prayer requests to personal requests.
Feel free to vary the way you handle prayer in your group. Options include:
*

*

*

Group Prayer - If time allows, pray together. There’s nothing like hearing someone
talk to God on your behalf. Members can write requests on the first page of their
next lesson. That way, whenever they open their lesson, they will be reminded to
pray. After receiving requests, you can pray for everyone or ask if anyone in the
group would like to pray for you all.
Index Cards - You can also have everyone write one request on an index card and
then pass them to the person on their right, encouraging them to pray for the person whose card they received. Or you can have them exchange cards with another
person so that the person they’re praying for will also be praying for them.
You might check out Evelyn Christenson’s Book, What Happens When Women
Pray, and use her Six Ss of Praying With Groups. They are tremendously helpful for
shy pray-ers and help insure your group is truly praying together vs. thinking
about whether they should and what they should pray while another member is
still praying. (Evelyn’s Six Ss are also listed in Chapter 7 of this book.)

Additional Resources
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Miscellaneous continued
·

·
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If special needs arise during any of the small group times, privately encourage members to
seek the resources available within your church – counselors, pastoral care, etc. It would be
helpful if you could seek out contact information for Biblical counsel before it’s needed.
Enjoy your group. Facilitating a discussion group is a great opportunity to get to know and
encourage other women. It’s a great privilege to point them to God and His Word. Take full
advantage of this great opportunity.

Additional Resources

Bible Study Tools

Vickey Banks, Christian Author and Speaker
“The people here were more open-minded than those in Thessalonica, since they welcomed the
message with eagerness and examined the Scriptures daily to see if these things were so.”
– Acts 17:11 (HCSB)
This is not an exhaustive list, but it does include some of the main tools that will help you in
your own personal Bible study and in teaching others how to study the Bible on their own
·

Study Bible – A Bible translation with study helps. It should include footnotes and introductions at the beginning of each book of the Bible with great history (on author, audience, time
frame, general themes, book outlines, etc.). It should have a concordance with references at
the back of these Bibles, maps, timelines, diagrams, charts, cross references (references to
other Bible verses on same topic), Bible reading plans, devotional helps, etc.

·

Concordance – An alphabetical listing of words in the Bible and the Bible verses where they
can be found. The leader of the pack is the classic Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance. It’s said
to be “the most widely known and popular and includes Greek and Hebrew dictionaries for
a better understanding of the original meaning.” (www.biblestudytools.com)

·

Topical Bible (like Nave’s or Torrey’s) – Not an actual Bible, but types of concordances that
are arranged according to topics vs. specific words. I cannot emphasize how much easier
this tool makes studying the Bible. For example, if you looked up “Love of God” in this
Topical Bible, it would have scripture references broken down into topical subcategories
like “Described As,” “Manifested Towards” and “Exhibited In.” In doing so, it’s already
organized your Bible Study in an outline for you.

·

Bible Dictionary – defines key words in the Bible, according to their original word choice
meanings and in context with how the word is used in Scripture.

·

Commentaries – Written by well-known and popular theologians, Bible commentaries aid
in the study of Scripture by providing explanation and interpretation of Biblical text.
Whether you are just beginning to read Scripture or have been studying the Bible daily,
commentaries offer greater understanding with background information on authorship,
history, setting, and theme of the Gospel. Verse by verse exposition of the New and Old
Testament can be found in commentary written by some of the greatest Christian church
leaders including John Calvin, Matthew Henry, Charles Spurgeon and C.I. Scofield.”

Internet Helps

Doing personal Bible Study has never been easier for the average person than it is now, due to
the amazing Internet. There are a great number of websites you can go to for Bible Study helps.
Two of my favorites are www.biblestudytools.com and www.biblegateway.com, due to their set
-up and how easy they are to navigate. If you’re really into history, check out www.biblehistory.com. If you type and click on the right things, you can access all the above reference
material on these sites – quick and easy. I love that when you click on any of the highlighted
words in the online Bibles or the Bible study tools, it automatically takes you to just what you
want to know in incredible reference resources, free of charge!

Additional Resources
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The Heart-Hand Illustration
Kelly King, Women’s Missions and Ministries Specialist BGCO
Write the following letters on the fingers of one hand: H-E-A-R-T.

H

I can dig deeper in God’s word when I hear it. Romans 10:14

E

I can dig deeper in God’s word when I examine it. 2 Timothy 2:15 & Hebrews 4:12

A

I can dig deeper in God’s word when I apply it. Luke 11:28 & James 1:22

R

I can dig deeper in God’s word when I remember it. Psalm 119:11

T

I can dig deeper in God’s word when I think on it. Joshua 1:8 & Philippians 4:8

How do you have God’s heart in your hand?

How do you allow God’s word to take root and be the foundation for daily living?

How can your life produce spiritual fruit?

Additional Resources
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